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ABATRACT

Have the intentions of sections l-5 and 2A of the Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms been fulfilled by the decisions of

the Supreme Court? Have gender equaJ-ity rights made a difference

in the lives of women? As a tool for the amelioration of gender

inequatities, the intentions of the equality provisions have been

fulfilted by Supreme Court decisj-ons. This thesis utilizes Alan

Cairnsr rrembedded staterr theory to demonstrate two points: first,

that the dialectic relationship of state and society is applicable

to the v/omenrs movement seeking gender equality; and second, that

the Charterrs equality provisions have provided a means for the

ímprovement of gender inequalities. The thesis focuses on the

political aspect of these two points, illustrating that the Charter

T¡ras a political compromise, agreed upon by national leaders,

provincial leaders, and various interest groups. Thus, the

political motivations of the constitutional actors shaped the

equality clauses, empohrering certain sectors of our society,

stimuLating the politics of recognition, and expanding the rol-e of

the Supreme Court in Canadars political system.
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CHAPTER ONE - RECONFIRMING THE EMBEDDED STATE

Today, public institutions, including government

agencies, schools, and universities, have been subject to
severe criticism for failing to recognize or respect the

particular cultural identities of citizens.r In Canada, the

controversy most often focuses upon the needs of francophones

(inside and outside of Quebec) , Native Canadians, and women.

Political journalist Jeffrey Simpson refers to this social
phenomenon as t'faul-tlinesrr in the Canadian potitical

landscape.2 And it. is hard not to find other democratic or

democratizing societies that are not sites of some significant
controversy over whether and how public institutions should

better recognize the identities of cultural and disadvantaged

minorities. In short, wê live in a society rife with demands

for individual recognition based on ethnic, gender, or

minority classif ications.
Vùhy? Where has the need for recognition originated? The

key to answering these questions, argues Charles Taylor, is

I An excellent exampre of this sociar phenomenon within
the university atmosphere is the recent McEwen report on
racial and sexual harassment problems at the univerèity of
British corumbia. see cBc Broadcasting, tThe ¡lationãr -Television News, rr Wednesday, Septernber 20 , 1995.

2 Jeffrey Simpson, Faultl-ines: Struqqlinq for a CanadianVísion, (Toronto: Harper perenniaÌ, 1993), chp"1.

l_



individual identity.3 In contemporary politics, demands for
recognition are urgent when they are Iinked to identity. But

identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence. For

example, some feminists would argue that women in patriarchal
socj-eties have been induced to adopt a deprecating image of
themselves.a Therefore, due recognition is not just a

courtesy v/e owe people; it is a vital human need. There is no

such thing as inward generation or monological understanding

of oners identity. Rather, the dialogical- character of human

life is fundamental.5 For example, language enables an

individual to understand onesel-f , to define onesel-f , and to
communicate with others. As weII, language is dialogical- in
order to communicate or form ideas. As TayJ-or states, ,t...my

discovering my own identity doesnrt mean that I work it out in
isolation, but that f negotiate it through dialogue, partly
overt, partly internal-, with others."6 In short, identity
must be recognized, especialJ-y by the state.

In Canada, recognition has precipitated a politics of

3 Charles Taylor, rrThe Politics of Recognitionr in
Multiculturalism, ed. Arny Gutman , (Princeton: princeton
University Press, L994), p.25-73. AIso AIan Cairns discusses
the poJ-iticar infruence of positive serf-consciousness in
Disruptions: Constitutional Struggles from the Charter to
Meech Lake, (Toronto: McC1elland and Stewart, A99L) ,especially chp.3.

a see susan I^Iotf rs comments in Murticurturarism, p.75-85.
5 Taylor, Þ.29-34. Also see Charl-e,s TayJ-or, Sources ofthe Self, (Cambridge: Harvard University press, L9g9).
6 rBrD, þ.34.



universalism, emphasizing the equal dignity of alI citizens.
The politics of equal dignity has emerged in two ways, which

could be associated with the Charter "1 Rights and Quebec

national-ism. Advocates of the Charter take the view that
individual rights must always come first, and, along with
nondiscrimination provisions, must take precedence over

coll-ective goals.T This view understands human dignity to
consist largely in autonomy; in other words, the ability of

aII persons to determine for themselves a view of the I'good

life.rr But a society with collective goaJ-s, J-ike Quebecrs

innate sense for preservation, violates this model of

liberalism" This collective view, ho!üever, is not a

repudiation of liberal-ism, but rather, a different approach.

In Quebecrs nationalism, there is a view of society that can

be organized around a definition of the rrgood l-ife,'r without

this being seen as a depreciation of those who do not

personally share this definition. A society with strong

col-Iective goaJ-s can be democratic, provided it is capabl-e of
respecting diversity and can offer adequate safeguards for
fundamental rights.s

In the last thirty years, these two forms of political

7 This form of liberalisrn is most often associated with
John Rawls, A Theorv of Justice, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press , 1-97L) ¡ Ronal-d Dworkin, Takinq Riqhts
Seriously, (London: Duckworth, L977) ¡ and Bruce Ackerman,
Social Justice in the Liberal State, (New Flaven: yal-e
University Press, A98O) .

8 Taylor, p.51-61-.



universalism have clashed over the constitution, and

especiaÌly the charter of Rights and Freedoms.e Modern

constitutions owe their existence to the concept that citizens
come together vol-untariry to form a legal communi-ty of free
and equar consociates. The constitution puts into effect
preci-sely those rights that those individual-s must grant one

another if they want to order their life together J_egitimately

by means of raw. This concept assumes the notion of
individual- rights and individual tegal persons as the bearer

of rights.r0 Therefore, the constitution, as the fundamental-

l-aw upon which our poritical community exists, is the focal_

point for the recognition of equaJ-ity in canadian society.
There are two sections of the charter of Rights

specif icarly pertaining to gender equal-ity, sections fj-fteen
and twenty-eight. These sections, rike the charter itserf,
r¡/ere a political- compromise, agreed upon by nationar leaders,
provinciaJ- leaders, and various interest groups. The

poJ-itical- motivations of the constitutional actors shaped the
sections, empowering certain sectors of our society, and re-

e see Robert vipond, Libertv and community: canadian
Federalism and the Failure of the Constitution, (al-bany: StateUniversi-ty of New York Press , A991) , p.2-3.

t0 see Edward Mcwhinney, constitution-making: principl-es,
Process, Practice, (Toronto: university of Toronto press,
l-9Bl-) ; Peter Russel-l-, constj-tutionar odvssev: can canadj-ans
Become a sovereign Peorrle?, 2nd êd., (Toronto: university ofToronto Press I L994) , p.1--33r' Jurgen Habermas, r'struggJ-es forRecognition in the Democratic constitutional- stãte, r, inMul-ticulturalism, ed. Amy Gutman, (princeton: princeton
University Press, 1994), p. 1O7-OB.



shaping the role of the Supreme Court in the polity. But, have

the intentions of sections fifteen and twenty-eight of the

Charter been futfilled by the decisions of the Supreme court?

Have equatity rights made a difference? What has been their

impact upon Canadian federalisn? Since the hopes for equality

rights \Á/ere to be a counterbalance between certain kinds of

inequal-ities between peopl-e, then intentions have been

relatively fuLfilled. In other words, the Charter has made

some movement in resol-ving discrimination based upon the kinds

of personal and socially attributed characteristics written in

section fifteen.

The intention of this study is to analyze the poJ-itical

motivations and purposes of those individuals or groups

involved in the drafting of sections fifteen and twenty-eight

of the Charter. These motivations have been heavily

infl-uenced by traditions in Canadian constitutional politics,

beginning with Confederation in 1-867 and culminating in the

Charter. It is important to note that unlike today,

traditional constitutional politics in Canada did not

originally emphasize the precepts of individuat rights.
Current literature on the subject indicates that Canadars

Foundj-ng Fathers began their campaign for Confederation by

distancing themselves from the American constitution and,

above arr, the idea that the constitution shoul-d be derived

from the people. As Peter Russel-l suggests, the enigma of
current constitutionaL wrangÌing in canada is based on the



fact that wê, as a society, have not yet agreed to be a

peopJ-e. ll Thus, wê are unabl-e to come together, under the

constitution, to form a tegal communJ-ty. In i-867, our

nationrs Founding Fathers agreed to articles of Confederation,
recogTnizing the British tradition of Parl-iamentary slrpremacy

and arrived at our most comprehensive constitution by
rrconsociational democracy.nt2 rn short, the British North

America Act v/as derived from the legisrative branch of
government, and not from popular sovereignty.

constitutional- supremacy, resting on popurar sovereignty,
carries with it the function of judicia]- review. This is the
process by which the judiciary functions within the democratic

constitutional state. Judges compare lower-status l-aws to the

constitution with the view of striking down those raws that
are incompatible with the constitution.13 If the constitution
is viewed as the rures of the politicar game for a given

nation, then judicial- review is the process by which

legislated statutes are measured to ensure they cornpty to the
rures of the game. There is debate, however, on the extent to
which judicial review shoul-d be util-ized. A limited form of
judicial review is inherent in any federar system, whereby the
highest court reviews the constitutionality of legislation on

lr Russel-l-, chÞ.

12 RusseII, p. 5 .

13 Ian Greene,
Lorimer & Co., l-989)

The Charter of Riqhts,
, þ.17 .

1.

(Toronto: James



the basis of assigned jurisdiction.ra This has been the case

in Canadian judicial history.

However, someh¡here aì-ong the historical continuity of
Canada, there occurred a break which ushered the notion of
popular sovereignty into Canadian constitutional politics.

Russell argues this change hras gradual, concomitant to the

nationrs political maturity.15 At the turn of the nineteenth

century, federal politics experienced the insurgence of the

provincial rights movement, with its objective to shed the

image of provinciaJ- governments being subordinate to the

central government. Most tangible gains for the provincial

rights movement came not through formal constitutionat
amendment, but through the courts, especially the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council (JCPC). What the JCPC did was

to give official legal sanction to a theory of federalism

congenial to those who, at the time of Confederation, couÌd

not accept centralized power. The sovereignty the JCpC ruled
on was not the sovereignty of the peopÌe, but the sovereignty
of governments and l-egislatures.ló Robert Vipond has shown

how exponents of provincial rights defended the sovereignty of
provincíaI legislatures against federal intrusions by

14 See Rainer Knopff and F.L.
(Scarborough: Nelson Canada, 1-992)

rs rBrD, chp. 1 .

16 rBrD, Þ.48-49.

Morton, Charter PoIitics,
, chp. 6, 7.



emphasizíng the right to sel-f-government of rocal
erectorates.rT The belief that the provinces were the
constituent units in agreement to confederation, and could
theref ore secede, known as the tcompact theory, , lüas a

development of this period in canadars constitutional
evolution.ls

The First world war marked the end of the provincial
rights movement, and canadats constitution continued to
evolve, in what Russell calIs rrmicro constitutionaltt politics.
Through to the end of world war Trn/o, the federaÌ g.overnment

made severar changes to the constitution vi_a executive
federarism, negotiating directly with the provincial cabinets,
and not requiring tegisrative ratification. This changed in
L949 when the federal government made two constitutional
amendments. one was for Newfoundland's entry into the union,
the second gave the federal parriament the power to amend the
British North America Act without going to Britain. since
confederation, âDy amendments to the patriation process of the
BNA required British parl-iarnentary approvar, but by 1,g4g, this

t7 This attitude \^/as partly in response to the federalgovernmentrs constitutional powers of reservation anddisalror^rance. crearÌy, the Fathers of confederation thoughtexecutive federalism wourd be maintained by these powersconsequently using them and not by the judiciary. SeeRobert vipond, Liberty and communitv: èanadiañ reaeralis
, laffany

New York Press, 1-99L) , chp.3.
r8 From a strictly legal point of view, the foundingcol-onies in 1867, âs coronies, ãia not have sovereign po\^/ersto retain. Therefore, they had no legar authorit-y i., theConstitution. See Russell, 50-53.



power ri/as quickly becoming redundant . However, in j-ts

context, the federar governmentrs j-nitiative in Lg4g was a
mini-patriation of the constitution since it rerated to
federal- jurisdiction. Nonetheless, the provincial governments

felt their po\^/ers r¡/ere being charrengedr so the traditional
machinery of constitutionar bargaining was catled into
question, and a federar-provinciar conference met in l_950.

This, RusseJ-r suggests, v/as the beginning of ,mega

constitutionar" politics, the publicry negotiated attempts at
overhauling the Canadian constitution, which culminated in the
]-982 patriation of the constitution.re Through the period
from l-950 to L980, many canadians became more aware of their
constitution, and some demanded more expricit recognition of
their rights. This rights-oriented discourse v/as a great
political resource for Prime Minister Trudeau as he attempted
to find a sol-ution to the canadian unity enigma with a renewed

federalism, incl-uding the Charter.

Al-an cairns agrees with Russel-r, arguing that the
political- and constitutional emergence of politicized interest
groups was stimulated by the diffusion of an anti-najoritarian
ideology of rights. clearry, ', the traditional eritism of the
constitution was no longer regitimated by its no\^/ f ading

Ie rndeed, Russell distinguishes the five rounds of megaconstitutional poJ-itics that hãs steered the ship of state toits post-charrottetown situation. He crearry =å"= no futurefor whol-esale constitutional- amendments, but lather, predictsthe state wil-r return to micro constitutionar- poritiãs, witñthe ne\Á/ twist of interaction with society. ' s-ee Russer-r_,p.228-35.



British imperial roots. rr Cairns has summarized this
transition:

As the British past becarne more memory than living
reality the explicit language of right,s displaced the
implicit trust in authorities and the related
hierarchical community assumptions formerly fostered by
a monarchical tradition.20

The insertion of the Charter of Rights into the Constitution,
he argues, is the key turning point in the shift from

executive federalism to the idea that the constitution should

be derived from the people.2¡ This change meant that Canadars

constitution ï¡/as increasingly regarded as a Itcitizensft

constitution rather than a rrgovernment'r constitution.22 Since

L9B2 it, seems like1y that more citizens have deveJ-oped a

greater stake in the constitution, its interpretation, and its
amendment. If so, this development may help explain why the

Meech Lake and Charl-ottetown initiatives failedr. the public,
or some significant proportion of it, did not feel that they

had been properJ-y represented, political_Iy perhaps t ot
constitutionalÌy.

In the post-Charter era, Iaw and politics have become

20 cairns, Disruptions , p.!7.
2t Cairns argues that the change precipitated by the

charter is not a radical change from tradition, but rather
analogous to discrete addition of a nev/ element. see Al-an
Cairns, Charter versus Federalism: The Dilemmas of
constitutionaÌ Reform, (Montreal: McGitl-eueenrs university
Press, 1-993) , p.72-79.

22 Alan C. Cairns, Disruptions: Constitutional Struggtes
from the charter to Meech Lake, ed. Dougras E. williãms,(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1_ggL) , chp.4.
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indistinguishable. Jurisprudential decisions are politically
charged and political- controversies are cast in lega1 theories
and abstractions. Hence, there has been a metamorphosis of
the Canadian poJ-itical landscape by the Charter. This, Alan

Cairns argued, has conseguently transformed Canadian society
into a rights-seeking entitl-ement society. Consequently, the
discipline of political science has been challenged to explain
the relationship between state and society under the influence
of the Charter.

The core of traditional political science was the study

of institutions and of poritical phitosophy. However, the
behaviourial revolution focused political scíentists on the
study of poJ-iticat behaviour. Borrowing from sociology and

psychologyr behaviouriar students of porÍtics sought to
understand empirical regularities by appearing to the
properties and behaviours of individual-s. This, arguably, h/as

because individual-s and individual action constituted the
building bl-ocks of politics. rn the end, behaviourarists
provided a clear break from the legalistic, formaristic work

that characterized the study of institutions. Then came the
onslaught of rationar choice theory. This paradigm introduced
the notion of a purposive, proactive agent, a maximj-zer of
privately-herd varues i-nto the discipJ-ine. As a resuÌt,
political scientists were introduced to a rrne\n/

institutionalism,rr that trj-es to incorporate behaviourial and

l_1



rational choice into an equilibrj-um theory-23

This neo-institutionalism has been an important

development for Canadian political scientists because the

state and its institutions have been the central focus of the

discipline.2a Concomitant this trend has been the discipline

moving from a focus on the state to conceptualizations of

identity within Canadian society.25 No political scientist

has been more important to the development and understanding

of these two trends in Canadian institutional study than AIan

Cairns" Throughout his career, Cairns has strived to re-

ínvigorate the dilapidated institutionalist school of thought.

In doing so, he has rejected traditional institutional

concepts, leading the way to a neo-institutionaList

perspective of Canadian politics and constitutional affairs.

First, he criticized legal determinism because it assumed that

social behaviour followed legal categories, and that the most

important scholarly task !ì/as to describe the relevant Iaw.

Cairnsf dissension from legal determinism concentrated on the

23 Kenneth A. Shepsle, rrstudying Institutions: Some
Lessons f rom the Rational- Choice Approach, rr Journal of
Theoretical Politics, 1! 2 (L989) , p.1-3i-; James c. Marsh and
Johan P. Ol-sen, rrThe New Institutionalism: Organizational
Factors in Pol-itical Life,rr American Political Science Revi-ew,
7az3 (September, 1984) , p.734.

24 Leslie A. Pal, rrFrom Society to State: Evolving
Approaches to the Study of Politics,rr in Canadian Politics,
2nd ed., James P. Bickerton and AIain-G. Gagnon, eds.
(Toronto: Broadview, L994), p. 39-53.

2s Jane Jenson, rrUnderstanding Pol itics : Contested
Concepts of fdentity in Potitical- Sciencer rr in Canadian
Politics , p.54-74.
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anarysis of the JcPc, which functioned as the finar court of
appeal in Canada until- 1949. Nationalist critj-cs of the Jcpc

craimed its decisions enhanced regional disparity and

provinciarist sentiment, which in turn weakened the Federal
government. Adeptly arguing the absurdity of this notion,
cairns fairs to see how two or three judiciar decisions a year

by a court in London courd possibry arter the behaviour of
Canadians. Directly linking common human behaviour

arterations to sociarly removed judicial proceedings, cairns
posited, v/as a quantum leap of Ìogic.26

The second perspective undermined by cairns was

sociologicar determinism. As applied to canadian federarism,
this deterministic paradigm suggested the forces of
industrialism would make societies similar, thus precipitating
the decrine of federalism. Accompanying this decl-ine wouLd be

a reduced need for constitutions, essentiarry making them

anachronistic. cairns argued, however, that the increased
regionar sentiments in canada, especiarry the incessant
nationalism of Quebec francophones, established the need for
a cooperative federal-ism and an entrenchment of that
federalismrs fundamental principles. Thus cairns arrived at
his theory of the rrembedded. state', that state and society are

engaged in a dial-ecticat rerationship of mutual influence. rn
short, political- institutions are as much shaped by society as

26 AIan Cairns, rrThe Judicial Committee and Itsin Constitution. Gove nd
1-9BB ) , p. 84-85 .
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society is by institutions.
EssentialJ-y, Cairns refuses to make a hard distinction

between the state and civil- society. Instead, he forwards the

concept of rrembeddednessrrr by which he means a simultaneous

process wherein the state increasingfy penetrates and

organizes civil society, even while this penetration binds the

state ever more tiqht.l-y and constrains its manoeuvrability.2T

His point is that civil- society itself is increasingly the

resul-t of previous state actions r so that the state is
embedded in society through the effects of its policies. He

argues that the state should be seen as rrthe sum total- of the

programs it administersrrr and thus that civil society is
straped by past decisions and otd policies.2s For Cairns, the

Canadian state is fragmented and thus contributes to societal

fragmentation. The uncoordinated effects of policies on civil
society reinforce and accentuate cleavages and differences;

moreover, as the statets influence and salience grov/, more and

more societal conflict is frarned in political terms. fn
short, if the trend in Canadian politics is the study of

identity, then Cairns suggests that Canadians I identities are

def ined, relativeJ-y, by political- institutions.
There are critics of the embedded state theory. Sylvia

27 Cairns, rrThe Embedded State: State-Society Rel-ations in
Canadar rr in State and Society: Canada in Cornparative
Perspective, Keit,h Banting ed. , (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1-986)

28 rBrD , p.57
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Bashevkin has noted that Cairnsr theory does not focus clearly
on domestic and international political variables in
comparison with other countries, which results ín the lose of

ideological and political resonance of nationatist policy

debate.2e Lega1 theorist Catherine MacKinnon suggests that
the reciprocal constitution of state and society is useless

because feminism has no theory of the state; rather it has a

theory of po\^/er based on gender and sexuality.'o MacKinnonrs

theory chal-lenges the traditional- notions of state, but it is
difficul-t to visualize Canada as a nation without a state. As

Bertrand Badie and Pierre Birnbaum have suggested, in order to
have a weak or non-existent state, the society must be capable

of governing itself wel-I.3l Even if one onJ-y considers the

notion of two solitudes in Canada, then it is hard to see how

Canadian society could govern itself, thus precipitating the

need for a state.

The embedded state theory is attractive because it a1lows

a deeper understanding of Canadian political culture. Today,

the law is inevitably entwined with politics, which influences
our Iives, in some aspect, everyday. The anthropologist

2e SyLvia B. Bashevkin, True Patriot Love: The politics of
Canadian Nationalism, (Toronto: Oxford University press,
199L) , p.48-49.

30 Catherine MacKinnon, I'Feminism, Marxism, Method, and
the State : Toward Femin j-st Jurisprudence, " -Éæ., vol . B , no . 4
( 1-983 ) , p. 63 5-642.

3t Bertrand Badj-e and pierre Birnbaum, The Sociolocrv of
the state, (chicago: university of chicago press, 1é83),
p. l-03-l-34 .
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Clifford Geertz has suggested that at a deeper level, law

exists as one of the r¡/ays in which people make sense of the

r¡/orld around them and make it coherent. As Geertz puts it,
rrla\^¡rr provides a way by which we sort out and give meaning to

sociat rr¡¿s¡s.tt32 Far from being an instrument of po1ítica1

interest, law serves both to refl-ect and embody distinctive
rrvisions of community." Law I'contributes to a definition of

a style of social existence. tt33 This approach, I believe,

leads us to the embedded state theory, heì-ping to connect the

struggle for equality rights in the Charter to the larger

process of defining a distinctive Canadian poJ-itical

culture. This is not a thesis about Iaw, nor is it a study of

the political action that defined the Iaw, though both are

recognized and studied. often, recent scholarship has been

marred by analysis focusing on the road to the Charter, or its
political and legal impact. Rather, I hope to combine the two

approaches, within the narrov/ fiel-d of gender equal-ity, and

re-confirm the embedded state theory, aflowing for an

appreciation of the Charter within Canadian political culture.

fn considering gender equality rights, federal-ism and the

Constitution, the embedded state theory provides an excellent
framework. The mutual influence of state and society is
demonstrated at two points: first, the contributions of

32 Clifford Geertz, Local Knowledge: Further Essays in
p.L67-234.

33 rbid. , p. 2l-B .
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vtomenrs interest groups to the constitutional debate from L97g

to 1-982; and secondly, the more recent decisj_ons of the

Supreme Court on equality rights, in such contentious areas as

abortion, rape, sexual harassment, and single parenthood.

Thus, wê must begin with the ra,roments tobby acting on the
Trudeau governrnent during negotiations to patriate the
constitution.
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CHAPTER TWO THE LOBBY

In Alan Cairns I rrembedded staterr, the centrifugal state

and the fragmented society, Iocked in nultipJ-e embraces and

exchanging reciprocal infJ-uences, meet in many political

arenas, but the most important is federalism. The purpose of

the national government j-n Canadian federalism is to inject

the concerns of the nationaJ- community into provincial

political arenas. The most dramatic resul-t of this int,ention

v/as the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. In design, the

Charter was a nation-building, nation-preservi.g, and rights

protecting document. Nonethel-ess, the complex political

process out of which it emerged produced a Charter in which

many internal divisions and cÌeavages hrere accorded

recognition and stimul-ation. one of these cleavages vtas

gender and the entrenchment of equatity rights. But this

cleavage v/as not necessarily state-designed; it was a result

of the inf luence exercised by the v/oments rights lobby during

the drafting of the Constitution. And as such, it is one

point in the dialectical relationship between state and

society.

A BRIEF HTSTORY OF I^IOMEN AND EQUALITY

Canadian women have long suffered the slings and arrov/s

of socio-political discrimination, so there is a history of

r,lromenrs struggle in Canada. The ttfirst waverr of the womenrs

18



movement included the suffrage and educational movements of

the l-ate nineteenth and early twentieth centurY, where women,

primarily privileged, sa\^/ their goal as achieving equality

witLr men in the existing pofitical structure. At that time,

some expected that social reforms would be achieved through

the rrspeciatrr nature of wornen. The early stages of industrial-

capitalj-sm involved increasing special-ization and the movement

of production out of the home, which resulted in heightened

sex segregatj-on. Men went out of the house to work; and

vromenrs work, influence, and consciousness remained focused at

home. Women came to occupy a rrseparate spherer rr a

qualitatively different worl-d centred on home and family.

Vtomen I s role \^/as by def inition incompatible with full
participation in society.

Because of the social- distinction between the private and

public spheres in Canada, \,üomen \¡rere considered to have

inherent talents for being guardians of the home, children and

moral- val-ues.l When applied to social reform, a nmaternalrr or
rrsocialrr feminism became the dominant characteristic of early
Canadian feminism. Arguing that vromen had special experiences

and values that coul-d assist social reformation, if men would

only allow them equal participation, women activists insisted
on their responsibility to estabtish order and well-being, not

I

186O, rl
See Barbara Welter, rrThe Cult of True !üomanhood, L820-

1B (1966): I5L-75

a9
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just for the families, but for the country.2 Hence, issues

such as suffrage or the right to be appointed to the Senate

(the Lgzg Persons Case) tended to be dominated by social-

improvement initiatives and maternal feminism.

Out of the radical-ism of the 196Os came a ne\A/ $/ave of the

womenrs movement, what Naomi Black, among others, called the
rrsecond v/avett.3 Few Canadians seemed to expect the \¡/omenrs

movement to re-emerge, sj-nce most articulate women see,med to

be both economically and potitically secure. From this

perspective, the dramatic American feninist movement, Ied by

New Left women disgruntled with systemic discrimination, was

interpreted in Canada as just another symptom of al-ien

activism, and thus, âD import of peripheral- relevance. It was

aII the more astonishing, therefore, when Canadian feminism

proved able to tap massive discontent even among apparently

contented v/omen. Black argues that the surprise of the

feminist stirring is analogous to why it occurred; women had

retained responsibility for the household and family at the

same time as their participation in the paid l-abour force had

increased. More specifically, two sorts of grievances fuelled

the second hlave of the womenrs movement. Fírst, \^/omen \^/ere

2 Al-ison Prentice, et â1. ,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, l-988)

Canadian Women,
, P. 1-69

(Toronto:

3 Naomi Black, rrThe Canadian lrlomenrs Movement: The Second
Wave, rr in Chanqinq Patterns: Women in Canada, 2nd ed., Burt,
Code and Dorney, eds., (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,
1-993 ) : L5L-75
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excluded from menrs legaJ. rights ancl privileges. Second, to

succeed in public Iife, \^/omen had to 'rmasculinizeI themselves,

hiding their feminine qualities, or be marginalized and

d iscredited . a

For example, Judy LaMarsh made grreat strides for women in

poJ-itical power (and public tife) as the first femal-e Minister

of Health in the Lester Pearson cabinet. Hoh/ever, as Sydney

Sharpe points out, LaMarsh I¡/as the only v/oman j-n Pearson I s

cabinet, and only the second \¡Joman ever to be appointed to

cabinet. As a resul-t, LaMarsh faced discrimination by her

coll-eagues and \^/as plagued with the extra burden of alÌ the

Pearson administration t s rr\n/omen I s workrr . LaMarsh had to

constantly cope with lurid questions about her sexuality (she

T¡/as single) which her male colleagues never did, and her

weight gain, caused by stress, \,\¿ras a favourite target for

ridicule.s Sharpe posits that LaMarsh and other femal-e

politicians, have suffered in the "gilded ghetto". Women

politicians in Canada are among the most privileged people in

society, yet they are a ghettoized minority, rnarginal-ized

within politicaì- parties, Ìegislatures and governments.

Between 1-953 and 1-972, only 36 r^/omen, oy L.3Z of the total

4 rbid. , p.152

5 Sydney Sharpe,
Collins Publishers Ltd.

The Gilded Ghetto,
, L994), p.8O-85
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number of M.P.s, \^Iere elected to the House of Commons.6

Excl-uded from menrs rights and marginalized by politics,

\^/omen wanted to remain different without being disadvantaged.

They wanted credit for their female qualities and protection

from discrimination. The new wave of Canadian feminism

inherited the situation and the goal-s of its predecessor, and

therefore had a sense of continuity with the long-held goals

of the suffragettes, reinvigorated to ameliorate to the modern

conditions of \,r¡omen I s lives. To this end, the movement I s

various groups established rape crisis centres, consciousness-

raising groups, feminist presses, day cares, and job search

collectives. By the L97os, Iobbying familiarized h/omen with

the corridors of pohrer, created networks across the country

and established the National Action Committee on the Status of

Women (NAC) in 1972.

As well, action begun by Doris Anderson, then editor of

Chatelaine magazine, in t966 led to the vlomenrs movement

successfully lobbying the Pearson government to establish the

Royal Commission on the Status of Women, which reported to
Parliament in L972. Many ne\^/spapers ignored the Commission

editorially, others v/ere condescending, and a few were

critical. The Calgarv Herald bl-amed rrvocal mil-itants who make

a f etish of \n/omen I s rights, I' f or the allegedty unnecessary

Commission. rrMen and women are not equal, il the Hera1d

ó lbid, p. 4-L2, 2zs
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declared. rrNature has ascribed rol-es to women which makes it

impractical for them to be regarded on the same basis Ias men]

in many instances.rtT By the time the Commission reported,

these negative sentiments r¡rere already being described in some

quarters aS anachronistic. As for the \^/omenrs movement, the

Commission served to focus its core tenets and political

goals. One of those goals was legal recognition of equality

rights.
Equality rights had been asserted in canadian law by John

Diefenbakerrs Bill of Rights (1960). However, the BilI of

Rights was a unilateral federal policy initiative l-imited to

federal jurisdiction. Partly as a result, it proved somewhat

disappointing. For the womenrs movement, this was evident in

Supreme Court decisions in the Lave7L and Bedard (L974) and

BLíss (1978) cases. Jeanette Lavell chal-lenged section

]'2(L) (b) of the Indian Act, which provided that Indian women

who married non-Indians lost their Indian status, while Indían

men who married non-Indians did not lose their status and , in

fact, conferred status on their non-Indian wives. Because of

this provision, Lavell- had lost her membership in her band and

all the ensuing rights, including the right to hold property

and to 1ive on her reserve. Lavel-I alleged that this amounted

to discrimination because of sex and violated her right to

7 Cited in Robert BothwelI, Ian Drummond, and John
English, Canada since 1-945, Revised Edition, (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1989) , p.31-1-
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egual treatment before the law. fn its ruling, the Supreme

court found no violation of equaÌity in section Lz of the

Indian Act, because the equatity provision in the BilI of
Rights merery inpried treating all- aboriginal \^/omen equarry in
the case. The court ruled there v/as no violation because the
canadian Bil-t of Rightsr rtequal-ity before the lahrrr vras a
procedural guarantee onJ-y, a protection in the administration
of the Iaw, and not a guarantee of equarity in the substance

of the Iaw. Thus, equal-ity before the l-aw was protected, but
equality under the law was not, said Justice Ritchie.s

In the other case, Stella Bl-iss \^/as denied reguJ_ar

unemployment insurance benefits, even though she had worked

the requisite number of weeks to qualify, because she was

pregnant. The unemproyment rnsurance Act required a woman to
have been employed f or rrten or more weeks of insurable
employment in the twenty weeks that immediately precede the
thirtieth week before her expected date of confinement'r in
order to quaJ-ify for pregnancy benefits. Because she did not
meet this rure, Briss courd not get benefits. The supreme

court found that unemployment insurance regulations did not
viorate equarity rights as long as alt pregnant peopJ-e u/ere

treated equaIly.e The court ruled that Bliss' right to

8 R. v. LavelL, LIg74l SCR L34g.
e For further reference, see Michaer Manfredi, Judicial-Power and the charter, (Toronto: Mccre]land and stewarÇl-993), p.13L-32. For a history of the Bl_iss case and itsporitical consequences up to 198-5, see Lesl_ie A. par and F.L.Morton, rrBriss v. Attorney General- of canada: From Legal
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equar ity bef ore the raw \¡ras not viorated because the
qualifications for entitl-ement to benefits were involved, and

not the imposition of a penaÌty.r0 rt $/as thus clear to
\^¡omenrs activists that equality rights had to be affirmed in
a more meaningful manner. But what was to be the means?

WOMEN AND CONSTTTUTIONAL POLITTCS

The avenue for gender equality guarantees became the
constitutional debates of LgTg-LgBz. rt is important to note

that the constitutionar controversy was partly instigated by

some provincial governments, frustrated by the Iimitations
they felt the existing federal system imposed on their
ambj-tions. The source of the confrontation was governmental-

rivaÌry rather than some fundamental public demand. rndeed,
the drive for constitutional change cannot be understood
without reference to the widespread ambival-ence toward the
constitution. The Canadian search for constitutional renewal-

was not a response to a complete constitutional breakdown; in
other words, the al-ternative to change v/as not chaos.il one

central purpose r^ras the goal of patriating the constitution
with an acceptable amending f ormul-a. The catalysts f or a

renewed f ederalism r^/ere the provinces, specif ically euebec

Defeat to Poritical- victory, " osgoode Haf 1 Law Journal- , 24(1e86): 1-41--60.

R. v. Bl-j-ss I lL979l 1 SCR, j-83.

Cairns, Disruptions, p.66-7g.
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q¡ith its exptosion of Quebec nationalism, and Alberta with its
attempts to attain sole control- over its booming energy

resources.12 This was met by a central gtovernment that viewed

constitutional change more as a vehicle for its own ambitions

than as one attuned to provincial visions.13

Enter the charismatic Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and

his "magnificent obsession,rr14 the patriation of the canadian

constitution. His goar, briefry achieved with the victoria
Accord (L971-) , had been dashed by his poriticar enemies in his
home province of Quebec, the sovereignty-oriented euebec

nationarists. rn r976, Trudeau r¡/as confronted by the threat
to canadian unity presented by the separatist parti euebecois I

election and his o\^/n dwindling term in of f ice bef ore an

election in either l-ate 1,97a or rgTgrs. His sorution v/as to
suddenly present nehr constitutional proposals to the

12 The federal system experienced a fundamental- structural
disequiribrium by the l-97os: the relativery stable regional
distribution of political po\^/er at the centre was challenged
by significant shifts in the regional distribution of wealth
and economic po\^/er. Accordingly, the provincial governments
of Alberta and British Columbia deveJ-oped clear constitutional-
positions whj-ch increased their jurisdiction and poT¡/er.

t3 rbid. , p. 66.

ra stephen clarkson and christina Mccart, Trudeau and our
Times: vorume one, (Toronto: Mccrell-and and stewart , L99o) .

rs Trudeau and his advisors decided not to carr a general
erection campaign in 1"979, the year it woul-d normarly have
fallen.due, but to hord by-erections for t-5 parliamentary
vacancies that had to be fil-led. To their dismay, the resultsof these by-erections \^/ere a near rout that predicted theLiberals defeat in 1,979.
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provinces, including a transfer of jurisdiction from the
federal government to the provinces for family 1aw.

Superf iciaJ-Iy, the proposal stood in the ma j-nstream of
conventj-onar constitutional horse-trading between the two

level-s of government. Trudeau felt he had offered nehr po\^/ers

to appease provj-ncial demands without offering the wholesale

decentrarization of power, which he had aJ-ways opposed.

Indeed, famiJ-y law seemed. fairJ-y innocuous.16

women's rights advocates had been working with family raw

statutes for just over ten years. They had tried with modest

success to change the l-aw so that r¡/omen received a fairer deal-

after divorce. rn particular, they insisted that the laws

shoul-d be universar, compatible across canada, to faciritate
the enforcement of child support orders. rt was feared that
constitutionaL horse-trading in this area could produce a

patchwork of different laws and compromise the enforcement of
support payments across provinciar boundaries. Therefore, the
constitutional debate moved from the arcane minutiae of
arnending f ormulas and por^/er transf ers to issues of direct
consequence to f¡/omen. As Jef frey simpson suggests, the
constitution took on a ner/ì/ lif e of its ov/n because it
threatened the I ives of women . 17 Thus, Trudeaur s

ró Jeffrey simpson, Faultl-ines: struqgr-ing for a canadianVision, (Toronto: Harper perennial, 1993, p. 76

t7 rbid. , p.77
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constitutional proposaJ" garvanized the vromen r s movement,

making it a nev/ constitutional lobbyist, and raising r¡Jomenrs

concerns for their rights.
rn March 1979, Trudeaurs government was defeated by the

young Joe clark and his conservative party. Réne Lévesque,
premier of Quebec, acted swiftJ-y to take advantage of clarkrs
Iack of political ability on federalism and euebec nationaÌism
by announcing the anticipated sovereignty referendum the same

month. To the surprise of both clark and Lévesque, the
Conservative government I s f irst budget r^/as defeated in the
House of commons in December precipitating another federal_

campaign, which Trudeau I s Liberars v/on in February, j_9g0.

Restored and reinvigorated by a fresh mandate from the people,
and a comfortabre rnajority in the House, Trudeau set about
winning the euebec referendum and finaJ_Iy achieving a

repatriated Canadian constitution.
At about the same time, Trudeau appointed Doris Anderson

president of the newly-formed Canadian Advisory Council on the
status of lrlomen (cAcs!v).'8 l^Iith the hel_p of Hell_ie wiJ_son,

she steered the cACSw into concentrating its resources and

efforts on the constitutionar protection of womenrs rights.
soon after taking office, And.erson began clashing with the

r8 The cAcsw v/as one of the few recommendations of theRoyal commission Report to be implernented by the Liberal_government. Appointments to the nev/ council tended to bepartisan and Anderson v/as apparently seen as a rel_atively safeappointment, un]-ikeJ-y to cause troùbl_e or make demands.
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ne\¡/Iy appointed Minister for the Status of Women, Winnipeg MP

Lloyd Axworthy. Their first altercation came after Anderson

decided to streamline the council-, reJ-ieving nonproduct j-ve

staff members, one of whom happened to be a loyal supporter of

Axworthy's. Despj-te Axworthyrs demand that the worker be re-
instated, Anderson refused.

Their next clash came in the fall of 1980, after Justice

Minister Jean Chrétien introduced the governmentrs proposed

constitutional package, including the Charter of Rights and

Freedoms. Without consulting the CACSW or In/omen I s groups,

Axworthy had assured the Prime Minister and Cabinet that they

would support an entrenched Charter. Anderson r¡/rote a letter
to Trudeau, with a copy to Axworthy, detailing CACSW's

objections to the wording of the proposed Charter. That same

day, she hel-d a press conference on the subject, and according

to reports, Trudeau warned Axworthy of his duties.re The

CACSWts objections to the proposed Charter stemmed from

studies documented by in-house tegal experts. The studies
clearly underlined that the equality cl-ause in the l-960 Bill
of Rights had never been interpreted to womenrs benefít.
Since almost the same wording \^/as being proposed f or the

Charter, the CACSW initiated a national campaign for women to
voice their grievances on the equality rights clause. A

re Penney Kome, The Taking of Twentv-Eight: Women
charlenge the constitution, (Toronto: The l¡Iomen I s press ,l-983), p.27-29
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nationar conference on \^/omen and the constitution v/as

announced for the first weekend in september, l-ggo. But by

August, the planned cAcsw conference h/as postponed
j.ndefinitely because of government action and a labour
dispute. The forrowing october, at a NAC workshop in Toronto,
it \¡/as decided that the charter, âs it stood, seemed to
jeopardize womenrs legar rights rather than protect them. A

primary probrem was the inherent vagueness and resurting
broadness of the proposed cl-ause 1 of the charter, declaring
that arr rights \^/ere subject torrreasonabLe rimitstras
determined by the courts. rn response, the NAc workshop

proposed that crause l- be frrewritten as a ringing statement
affirmingi hurnan rights, incruding an overriding statement of
equal-ity between men and \¿omen. "20 This idea, and others,
r¡/ere given consideration later when \^/omen I s groups v/ere given
an opportunity to address changes to the charter with the
government.

By this time, the progressive conservative M.p.s had

effectively demanded that pubJ-ic hearings be hel-d across the
country. The Liberal government responded by giving a mandate

to a Special House-Senate Joint Cornmittee on the Constitution,
to hear submissions from the pubric. some regarded this as a
rrGaulristrr technique, using the pubric and interest groups to
outfl-ank the opposition; in effect, it greatry expanded the
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number of participants in the constitutional change process.2l

More than one thousand public and private interest groups

submitted briefs and about three hundred made presentations to
the Committee. Most of the twenty v/omenrs groups that
presented briefs asked for the same sorts of changes in the

Charter. In regard to Clause 1-t they wanted the preamble

replaced with a statement of purpose that would include a

guarantee of equaJ-ity for women and men. In Clause 7, which

guaranteed lega1 rights to Iife, liberty, and security of the

person, \¡romen wanted to see protection of reproductive
rights.22 Much attention v/as al-so paid to Cl-ause L5 ,

concerning rrNon-discrimination Rightstt. The CACSI^I and the

National Association of Women and the Law (NAWL) wanted it
renamed ttEquality Rightsrt, to emphasize that equality meant

more than nondiscrimination They also suggested expanded

wording for the section, to ensure that it would stand up in
court, providing clearer, unambiguous guidance to judges on

what \¡ras intended. Because they wanted to avoid future
misunderstandings, they asked that Clause ]-5(2), which allowed

for affirmative-action programs, be open to members of
disadvantaged groups and not onry to individuals.23 since the

2t Cairns, Disruptions, p. 78-Bl-.
22 canad.ian Advisory council on the Status of I,rIomen Brj-ef ,special House-senate Joint committee on the constitution,

November 20, LgBot (canada: canadian Government press, 1-9Bo):
1-23-52
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prohibited grounds of discrimination might include age and

mental or physical disabiJ-ity, a two-tier test r^ras suggested

in order to distinguish cases in which reasonabl-e lirnits might

apply.

The three year moratorium on section l-5 proposed by the

Trudeau government \^ras unacceptabl-e to the women I s groups

presenting to the Commission. The groups argued that it was

unrealistic to believe that the three years would provi-de

federal- and provincial governments time to adapt statutes to
compliance with section l-5. They argued the grace period

would be available with or without a moratorium. As CACSW

Iawyer Mary Eberts stated:

We believe that if the cases were filed tomorrow,
it wouLd stil-l be at least three years before they
r¡/ere heard by the Supreme Court. . . . So if it is
desired to have a moratorium for three years, then
hle would regard it as most desirable to make two
things expl-icit: first of al-I, that governments are
bound to embark upon a program of reform; and
secondly, that no one is going to lose the right of
recourse to the courts in the interim

Additionally, the CACSI^I cal-Ied for the consistent use of the

word rrpersonrr throughout the Charter, rather than rreveryonêtt,

trevery individual-rr, and rrchacunrr or ttindividuel-rt in French.
rrPersonrr or rrpersonne, It has a clear def inition in Canadian

Iaw, r¡/omen argued, signifjes an individual human being (not a

corporation) who has already been born (not a fetus). As

well-, f or the women I s groups, trpersonrr carried a symbolic
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significance from the rrPersons casett.2-5

On January L2, Lg8Lt Justice Minister Jean Chrétien went

before the Joint Cornmission and announced major revisions to

the proposed Charter, which answered some of \n/omen I s

concerns.2ó As suggested by CACSW, section 1 was tightened up

to encourage courts to strike down unconstitutional- law, like

the American system, rather than uphold bad laws which seemed

to be the tradition of the parliamentary system of government.

The nondiscrimination rights in section 15 hrere renamed

ttEquality Rights" and provided f our kinds of guaranteer'

rrequality before the law and under the lawrr and rrequal benefit

and protection of the l-awr'.

By adopting some of the demands made by the public, the

Trudeau government gave its position a certain amount of

legitirnacy, presenting itself as the representatj-ve of the

people, responding to the needs of Canadian citizens. This

then put Trudeaurs political- opponents, namely the federal

Conservative party and the eight provinciaì- premiers opposed

to the Charter, ât a disadvantage. However, section l-5

contained no guarantee of equality rights, so they \Á/ere stil-l-

subject to reasonable l-imitation. As weÌl-, the three year

2s rbid. , p.1-31

26 Jean Chretien, Statement of the Honourable Jean
Chretien Minister of Justice to the Special Joint Committee On
the Constitution, January A2 , l-981-, (Otta\^/a: Canadian
Government Presses, 1-981): 2-2I
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moratorium on equality court cases still applíed.27 In short,

though \Á/omen's groups had presented their case and urged that

sexual equality be absolute, it was stil-l- Iimited-

Exhausted by her battl-es with Axworthy over the cancell-ed

national womenrs conference and dissatisfied with Chrétien's

response to the CACSIVts brief, Doris Anderson resigned from

the Council in late January. The poJ-itical result was

stunning as Tory and NDP \¡/omen hammered Trudeau in the House

for two days demanding the resignation of Axworthy.2s While

the political irons vtere hot, a coalition of feminist

activists united with the intention of hoJ-ding the cancelled

v/omen I S conf erence. This \^/as the inception of the Ad Hoc

Committee, which, in a little over three l¡Jeeks, organized a

national- conference, raised funds, established panels and

speakers, and managed to avoid partisan identification.

On February T4, L981-, over l-,3oo \Átomen assembled in the

West Block of Parliament HiIl at the Ad Hoc Conference on

Women and the Constitution. Surprised by the turn-out,

organizers had to scramble to find space for aIl the

participants, since the originally scheduled room had a

maximum capacity of only 6oo hundred. Over the two-day

conference, some Tory \^/omen, such as Maureen McTeer, tried to

27 rbid., p.2-3 | 7-Lo

28 See Debates, House of Commons, Canada, 32nd Parliament,
l-st Session I L981-, vol-. VI, p.6409-641,2 , 6459-6469
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the steer the conference toward debating entrenchment of the

Charter. Having previously decided to endorse entrenchment,

the Ad Hoc Committee manuevered a\^/ay from this issue, and

concentrated the conference on gender equality rights and

\,üomen I s demands in the Charter.2e

of the various resol-utions agreed to r 
30 the most

important v¡as re-affirmation that sexual equality had to be a

constitutional absolute, free of any limitations. At the

concluding meeting, some of the Ad Hoc Committee met in a back

room and realized that conference participants expected the

\iüomenrs lobby to continue its work for constitutional- reform.

Marilou McPhedran, an Ad Hoc Committee member, recalled:

Somebody stopped me and asked what h/e were planning to do
with the conference resolutions, and I said, ttI'Irl not
going to do anything with them. Irm going home to
Toronto, to a farnily engagement and a dentist
appointment. r'31

It was then that the Ad Hoc Committee decided the conference

resoLutions had to be taken directly to the Members of

Parliament, who seemingl-y had to be pushed until the

resol-utions \¡/ere adopted.

The Monday following the conference, the I'Ad Hockersrr met

2e Kome , p.57-6L

30 Many resolutions presented, debated and accepted by the
Hoc Conference were similar to those outl-ined in the briefs
the Joint Committee.

3r cited in Kome, p.61

Ad
to
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r¡/ith art three House leaders. stanrey Knowles (NDp) and

walter Baker (Pc) \¡/ere syrnpathetic, but feared that the other
parties would bl-ock any motion to introduce the Ad Hoc

committeers concerns. rt was clear that no further bargaining
or progress woul-d be made on sexual equality unl-ess r,lromenrs

issues became a higher priority on the poritical- aqenda.

Meanwhire, dispreased with the lack of progress in his
negotiations with the provincial premi-ers, Trudeau had

resorted to a controversial- strategy of attempting to
patriate the constitution unil_ateraIJ-y. The opposition
parties then reacted with a filibuster; and three provincial
governments, in Quebec, Newfoundland, and Manitoba, launched

chall-en9es, in the judicial system to the federal_ g'overnmentrs

action, oD the ground that it viorated the constitution.
while these were being considered, the delay assisted the rAd

Hockers, " allowing them the time to establish a forceful- tobby

that pressured federal- poJ_iticians.

After a month of daily press conferences, meetings with
MPs and party caucuses, and soliciting a deluge of mail, the
rrAd Hockersrr f eÌt they \¡/ere making progress.32 Al_l- three
poritical parties seemed sympathetic to their demands, but
there \^/ere pending procedural probl_ems preventing legisl_ative
action. Ed Broadbent supported equar rights, but if the
parties v/ere alrowed to introduce further amendments, the NDp

32 rbid., p.70
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v/ould fulfil their promise and promote Native rights first.
Joe crark refused to concl-ude the fil-ibuster since his party
opposed entrenching the charter and could not, therefore,
support amendments. However, he did promise the Ad Hoc

committee that the Tories woul-d not oppose equality rights.
The Liberars, struggJ-ing to accomptish their constitutionar
strategy, alrowed the Ad Hoc committee to meet with Justice
department officiaÌs in March. At that meeting, the rAd

Hockersrr successfully negotiated the inclusion of section 28,

providing for an overridinq statement of sexua] equality. The

next day, Paurine Jewett sponsored the arnendment in the House,

and because of Justice department participation, the Liberal
government accepted the proposed measure. Feminist activists
considered this their most significant constitutional victory.

The Constitution stayed in lirnbo until the Supreme Court

ruled on the provincial chaÌì-enge to the federal governmentrs

uni-lateral action. rn its decision, the court struck a

political balance: it ruled, oh the one hand, that the
f ederar government I s unil-aterar procedure r¡/as regar, but
concruded that, or the other, there v/as a constitutionaf
convention that provinces shoul-d be consulted regarding
constitutional changes that affected them. This l_ed both

sj-des to return to the negotiating tabre, and the convening of
a First Ministers Conference on the Constitution in November,

1981-. The resul-t v/as a constitutional- accord that incLuded a

nel/ü section 33, a ttnotwithstandingrr tegisrative override of
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the Charter.

Section 33 aIlows the federal Parliament or a provincial

Iegislature to insert a cl-ause into any specific statute

declaring that the statute wilt operate rrnotwithstand j-ng"

sections 2 and 7-1"5 of the Charter. Any application of the

override wiÌl- automatically expire at the end of five years,

but it. may be renewed. The clause does not release

legislatures and Parliament from their obligations under the

Charter, but it permits them to put off particular cases of

judicial review under the Charter so that they themselves can

determine their obligations for five-year intervals.

This, in short, ensured that the judiciary would not be

able to exercise absolute authority over the democratic

legislative branch of government.33 At first, womenrs groups

and the Ad Hoc Committee hlere not alarmed by the

notwithstanding clause because it did not seem to threaten the

overriding nature of section 28. However, four days after the

agreement was reached, Trudeau announced that section 28 woul-d

be subject to section 33ìto because sexual equality \,l,ras once

again apparently cornpromised, the 'rAd Hockersrr v/ere forced to

33 The paradox of the legitimacy of judicial review in our
Canadian liberal democratic system has been excellently
researched by christopher Manfredi ,¡udicial Power and the
Charter, (Toronto: McClel-l-and and Stewart , 19 93 ) , and F. L.
Morton and Rainer Knopff, Charter Politics, (Toronto: Nelson,
]-ee2)

34 The Globe and Mail-, November g, 1981-, p.1, l-1-
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re-organize.

With little time, the Ad Hoc Committee decided to focus

its ner¡r lobbying efforts on exempting section 2a from the

legistative override. Within a few days, the rrAd Hockersrr had

consolidated the agreement of five premiers, but encountered

a setback when the Prime Minister argued that any such

reinstatement of section 28 required unanimous consent of the

provinces. However, Trudeau \Â/as not, it seems, trying to

divert the womenrs rights group since he provided thern with a

sma1l reprieve. He agreed not to tabl-e the new accord in the

House of Commons until- November 17, giving the Ad Hoc

Committee one week to gather the consent of al-I the

premiers.35

It turned out to be a harrowing week for the lobbyists.

Manitoba r^/as in the late stages of a provincial election, so

it was unclear as to who would be in power there; the ruling

Prince Edward Island Conservatives were in the process of

choosing a ne\^/ Ieader and premier; Nova Scotiars John Buchanan

hras in New York; and Saskatchev/anrs Al-lan Blakeney refused to
trre-openrr the Accord except for the entrenchment of Natj-ve

rights, which BiII Bennett of British Col-umbia resisted. By

utilizj-ng extensive provincial networks, the Ad Hoc Committee

pressured and was able to attain the ready consent of Alberta,
Ontario, New Brunswick and Newfoundl-and. Quebecrs Rene
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Lévesque gave his consent in a pubric statement saying that
Quebec would never have accepted an override of section za.
conservative Mp Flora MacDonald cal_red her friend John

Buchanan in New york untir he consented., and the newJ_y-eÌected

Howard Pawley gave his consent upon taking office in
Manitoba.36 The two hord-out provinces saskatchewan and

B.C- f inalJ-y consented when Justice Minister Jean Chrétien
announced their agreement on a modified Native rights cl_ause.

Thus section 2a r¡/as reinstated, beyond the scope of the
Iegislative override j-n section 3 3 . By lobbying and

infruencing government during the nationrs constitutional
debate, women had achieved lega1 equality rights.

rn comparison wj-th the American feminists, who had been

proposing an Equal- Rights Amendment to their constitution
since 1-923, and who had been working to have the ERA ratified
by thirty-eight states, and who were watching it die
unfu1filled, the Canadian effort v/as an irnpressive success.
CIearJ-y' several different factors assisted Canadian women in
the fight. First, they had the advantage of surprise. The

federar government, forced by the parti euebecoisr erection,
put the constitution on the national pol_iticaJ_ agenda.

36 some of the women activists had the added pJ-easure ofseeing Tory premi-er sterling Lyon of Manitoba, 'their mostantagonistic constitutional- adversary, defeated at the polJ-s.see sharpe, The Gilded Ghetto, p. l-o8:l_l_0. Arso, see stãrÌingLyonrs brief s to canada, Federa.l--provj_ncial_ ôonf erence ofFirst lutinisters on the consTitutiãnllor.2, september 8_13,1980.
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Políticians paid Ìittre attention to \¡/omen I s groupsl
preparations, namely the CACSI^I and NAI^IL, for the Constitution,
which took more than a year; so to them, the robby campaign

seemed to come frorn nowhere. This is evident in the
unprepared manner in which both Axworthy and Trudeau reacted
to the womenrs lobby during constitutional discussions.

second, in their remarkabre effort to save section 2g,
the Ad Hoc committee had the strength of ninety womenrs

groups, including five nationar networks, as well_ as support
from r^/omen in al-l Ìevel-s of the politica]- partj_es and the
government.3T rt v/as a sign of the robbyistsr strength that
potentiaJ- adversaries sav/ their best interest fay in co-
operating with them. For exampre, Jean chrétien credited
cAcsw and NAüIL for the early reforms to section l- and section
1-5 of the charter.3s simirarry, Margaret Fern, of the
saskatchewan councir on the status of women, herd crosel-y to
Bl-akeney's position that entrenchment was not the best way to
protect civil rights; but though she presented that position
at the Ad Hoc conference, she never tried to lead women

against the robby at any point.3e Thus the movementrs

37 Kome, p. 103

38 See Jean
etie ister

the Constitution, January a2, 19gl- , þ.L-2

Chretien, Statement by the Honourabfe Jeanof Justice to the Special Joint Committee on

3e Kome, p.1-03-o4
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solidarity of purpose held firm.

Third, there was the CACSW. Under Anderson's direction,

it had brought the constitutional question to \domenrs

attention and provided the sol-id research that informed the

tobby throughout. It v/as the CACSW brief , in close
conjunction with NAWL and other womenrs groups, that brought
about the first changes to the charter and strengthened the
resolve of the robby to achieve unequivocal- sexual equality
rights. Finally, the women's lobby enjoyed a unique poriticat
leverage because of their financial- independence. The Ad Hoc

committee and its conf erence \¡/ere underwritten by private
donations, so the robby r^ras a true representative of the
membership and coul-d not be co-opted by any government.ao

There appear to have been three crear stages of womenrs

invol-vement in the constitution-making process. ar First,
before December 1981, the participants tended to be the
legally knowledgable members of the establ-ished \¡romenrs

organizations. To some extent, these groups educated their
ov/n members and l-obbied government, principalJ-y through
presentations to the Joint House-senate committee on the
constitution. These \^/omen had a clear understanding of the
specif ic areas of the law that a constitutional- amend.ment

40 sherene
(Toronto: Second

Razack, Canadian Feminism and the Law,
Story Press, I99I) , p.29-35.

41 Sharpe, p. 109-t-l-0.
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night remedy. Many saw the constitutional conference as an

opportunity both to ensure that existing gains vrere not lost,
and to improve their status in the future. AccordingJ-y, the

womenrs groupsf briefs t.o the Joint Committee stressed the

requirement for entrenched equality between men and women as

a non-negotiable demand.

The second stage tended to be drawn from the wider

membership of the established tomenrs groups, all working

under the aegis of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee of Canadian Women on

the Constitution, Iobbying in an effort to write equality
rights into the Constitution. However, the first two stages

are considered conjunctive because they seem, on the whole, as

a negotiating phase. Indeed, the first two stages of the

vromen I s lobby l¡ere negotiating phases within which expertise

on the issues and shows of organizational strength, such as

the Ad Hoc Conference, were defining and crucial.
The third phase, the lobby of the premiers to reinstate

section 28, required little or no specific knowledge of the

issues except that rrequalityrr !ùas endangered. Acting on

minimal inforrnation, !¡omen responded at an individual- l-evel-

using whatever channels !¡ere available. They used traditional
pressure-lobbying techniques, like letter-writing and phone

call-s to their representatives, but they also used personal

and political relations within the party systern. For example,

Flora MacDonald influenced John Buchanan and Brian peckford.

A unique phenomenon of this stage of the lobby included
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federal politicians of all political straíns, perhaps feeling
free to more activeJ-y participate. Beside MacDonaldrs

manuevering, Richard Hatfield, premier of New Brunswick, found

himself besieged by former Speaker of the Senate, Renaud

Lapointe, former Minister responsible for the status of ttomen,

David MacDonaId, and Human Rights Commissioner, Gordon

Fairweather.a2

with the success of the womenrs lobby in the

constitutional process, the task of defending those gains fell

to litigators and the judiciary. The fundamental questions

that arose concerned how the judiciary was going to interpret

the Charterrs equality rights, and whether the gains made by

the womenfs movement would be sustained in the courts. The

feeling that the process needed to be thoroughly monj-tored led

to the creation of the Legal Education and Action Fund, the

womenrs rights rrcharterwatchingtt gtroup.
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CEAPTER Tffi,EE - I¡.E.A.F Al{D EQIIALITY iIÛRISPRUDENCE

When Prime Minister Trudeau and Queen Elizabeth II signed

the Constitution Act in Àpri1, L982, it was the culmination of

three years of political activity and lobbying for the

Canadian womenrs movement. Women had achieved a significant

victory, entrenching gender equality rights into the

ConstiÈution. What this would mean in practice was novJ

subject to the interpretation of the Canadian judiciary. As

such, the phenomenon of rrcharterwatchingrr demonstrates the

ftembeddedrr influence of the state on Canadian society.

The woments lobby expected progressive social decisions.

Remembering how the National Association for the Advancement

of Coloured People (NAACP) successfully used the United States

courts in declaring segregation unconstitutional, they

established the Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) to

ensure that vromenrs arguments woutd be heard in courtl, and

help achieve rrsubstantive equality of disadvantaged groups

such as womenrrrby which they meant rrnot sirnply equality in

the form of law, but equality in the actual conditions of

s/omen I s lives. rr2 f n the end, gender equal-ity rights have

I l,l. Elizabeth Àtcheson, Mary Eberts, and Beth Symes,
I.lomen and Leqal Àction: Precedents, Resources and Strategies
for the Future, (Ottawa: Canadian Àdvisory Council on the
Status of Women, 1984), chp.l.

2 Gwen Brodsky and Shelagh Day, Canadian Charter Equalitv
Rights for Women: One Step Forward or Two Steps Back?,
(ottawa: Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women,
1989) , p.29.
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become the charge of rrcharterwatchingrr groups like LEAF, who

struggle to influence the judicial interpretations of the

Charter for the benefit of women.

Feminist jurisprudence in Canada has followed a similar

theoretical path to that in other rights-conscious, liberal

democracies. Much of the basis for thinking about rights

comes from liberal ideology, developed during the

Enlightenment era of the 19th century. Liberalisrn, âs one of

its most weIl-known contemporary exponents John Rawls

developed it, is about justice, fairness, and individual

rights.3 The bedrock of this view is that we are rational

human beings who have individual aims, interests, and concepts

of good.a Thus, no arbitrary distinctions between individuals

can be made because of an emphasis on autonomy of the

individual. However, self-interested individuals do not exist

alone; they come in contact with other individuals, and all

compete to satisfy their ov¡n self-interest. Consequently,

because cornpeting claims must be resolved, âD individualrs

autonomy has to be circumscribed by principles of justice.5

In Iiberalisrn, the concept of self (with independent

3 See Mari Matsuda, rrLiberal Jurisprudence and Abstracted
Visions of Human Nature: A Feminist Critique of Rawls' Theory
of Justice, rr New Mexico Law Review 16 (1986) , p.6l-3. AIso
see Sherene Razack, Canadian Femi

-¿t
nism and the Law, (Toronto:

Second Story Press, 1991), p.13-20.
a Michael J. Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of

Justice, (Cambridge: Canbridge University Press, 1982), p.L.
5 John Raw1s, A Theory of Justice, (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, L97t) .
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existence) is decontextualized when the individual is placed

in his or her community. Modern Iegal thinking is based upon

the liberal notion of self, and thus has inherited
Iiberalismrs abstraction and limits. Therefore, it is unclear

what the relationship is between individuals and groups before

the Iaw.

Feminist jurists have attempted to confront the

boundaries between self and community, trying to come to terms

with the meaning of engendered differences. As Sherene Razack

suggests,

Feminisrn applied to law insists on lawrs
transformative potential, that is, on the role that
law can play in the creation of a society based on
an ethic that responds to needs, honours
difference, and rejects the abstractions of
scientific discourse. ó

Feminist jurisprudence is a form of ferninist theory-

nraking. Feminist theory-making is a form of feminist
political activity. Linked to rrcrÍtica1 legaI studies , rl

femínist jurisprudence focuses upon the ttpolitics of 1a\^/,rl

that is, upon the ways law legitirnates and serves the

distribution and retention of power in society.T Theorists

posit that this focuses legal scholarship on the lawrs role in

ó Razack, p.2L.
7 Jaff , rfRadical Pluralisn: A Proposed Framework for the

Conference on Critical Legal Studiesrrr Georsia Law Journal, 72
(L984) , p.1143; Roberto Mangabeira Unger, rrThe Critical Legal
Studies Movementril Harvard Law Review, 96 (1983), p.56J-.
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perpetuating patriarchar hegemony.s such inquiry is grounded

in concrete v¡omenrs experiences, applying the notion of
rrpersonal as political, " making feminist jurisprudence
political action. rn short, "If]eninist jurisprudence is an

examination of the rerationship between law and society from

the point of view of all r/omen. "e Litigation as feminist
activity is in essence the telling of womenrs stories. Mary

Eberts and Lynn snith describe the application of feminism to
law as an rrart rather than a sciencer; the challenge has been

to introduce into the courts a sense of womenrs reality, even

though it is usually inadnissible because it is considered
anecdotal and lacking empirical validation.r0 canadian

hromenrs search for ways to present their reaJ_ity in court and

to be heard became considerably more directed and intense once

the Charter came into effect.
Rights on paper mean nothing unress the courts

rrcorrectlyrt interpreÈ their scope and apprication. rl

E Heather Ruth !{ishik, t'To euestion Everything: Thernquiries of Feninist Jurisprudencer r in Ferninist LeqaITheory: Foundations, (phiradelphia: Tempre university press,
L993) ed. D. Kelly Weisberg, p.23-26.

e catharine MacKinnon, rrFeminism, Marxism, Method, andthe state: Toward Feninist Jurisprudencerr sisns, vor.g, no.4
(1e83).

to Cited in Razack, p.69-71.
rr canadian political scientists have debated this pointwith reference to the Judiciar cornmittee. see Fredärick

vaughan, rrcritics of the Judiciar connittee: The New orthodoxy
and an Arternative Explanation, tt canadian Journal of politicai
scignçe 19 (septernber, 1986): Ags-srs; aran c. cairns, ,'The
Judicial Cornmittee and Its Critics, 'r ín Constitütion.
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rrCharterwatchingrrr to promote acceptably *correctrr rulings,
began as Iega1 activists tried to infruence judicial
interpretation. This precipitated the creation of LEAF,

initiated by several veteran lobby readers, incruding Mary

Eberts, Beth Atcheson, Beth Symes and Lynn Smith. From 1985

to 1987, LEAF concentrated on acquiring the funds to be an

inclusive, nationar regar association by capitalizing on its
memberst insider status in the regar corporate world.r2 Many

supporters hrere attracted by LEAFts image as an rrintel_Iectual,

trail-blazing organizationt with a stellar 1egal cast.
Unfortunately, some of these recruits becarne uncomfortabl-e

t¡ith the association I s rf corporatj-st-feministrr approach and the
priority litigation had, in the first years of LEÀF, over the
building of a more traditionar community base.13 Nonetheless,

LEAFTS executive pushed toward an aggressive style of
litigation.

rn the early 1980s, the social, poritical and judicial
crimate in canada appeared to offer certain advantages or
cracks in the systern, that could work to the advantage of
canadian vromen. Their lobbyists had fought for and \^/on

Government, and society in canada, (Toronto: Mcclell-and andstewart, 1-988): 43-85; and peter RusseLr, 'comment on "crj_ticsof the Judicial cornmittee: The New orthodoxy and anAlternatÍve Explanation", tt canadian Journal- of poriticat
Science 19 (September, 1986): 531-36.

t2 For example, Mary Eberts was/is
Toronto law firm of Tory, Tory, Dedlaurers

13 cited in Razack, p.55.

a partner in the
and Binnigton.
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constitutional provisions acknowledging the need to address

substantive inequarity sustained by unintentional practices
adversely affecting thern. Section 15 of the Charter

explicitly stated that Canadians hrere not to be discriminated
against on the basis of sex, and that all Canadians enjoyed

equal benefit and protection of the law; these phrases vrere

meant to protect disadvantaged groups even from the unintended

harm of routine or systemic practices. Decisions on cases

originating in Human Rights commissions in i-985 indicated
support for the concept of adverse impact. For example, in
o'Ì'IaLLey v. simpson sears, a commission herd that no intent
was necessary to prove that a practice had discriminatory
impact.la

The philosophic principles involved have a history of
diverse interpretation. According to one authority, theories
of equality can be divided into three categories: formal

equality, numerical equality, and normative equality.15

Formal equality urges treating one l-ever of society equalry

and the next level of society unequal_ly, though equally
amongst that leveI, such as the notion of separate but equal

in 1890s America. For instance, in the forrn known as the Jim

crow laws, this interpretation of equality v/as adopted by

ra Beatrice Vizhelety, Provinq Discrimination in Canada,
(Toronto: Carswel1, r.987), p.3.

15 For further reference see ployvios polyviou, The Ecruar
Protection of the Laws, (London: Duckworth, tgTg).
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southern states after the American civil war.16 rn the
American case, the white crass enjoyed an equarity amongst its
membersr âs did the African Arnerican crass, but the white
class vras believed to be ,superiorrf to the African American

class.

Nurnerical equality in contrast assumes that alt humans

share similar traits, and so deserve to be treated as equars.

Both fornar and numerical equarity may be associated with the
conservative or right-wing of the canadian political spectrum.

Modern conservatism, for example, rnay advocate that the rures
of the market economy should appry equally to everyone. rn
opposition to this, the radicar or left-wing exponents of
normative equality typically argue that compensatj-on for past

disadvantages, âs in afrirmative action poricies, should be

provided before marketplace competition is alrowed free rein.
Normative equality, also known as rfsocial equarityr, is
similar to numerical equality because it accepts the premise

that individuals should ultinately be treated equally, but can

initially deviate by atternpting to establish compensatory

exceptions to absolute equality, to equalize opportunities and

life-chances.lT

Despite the current backrash against such affirmative

16 c. vann woodward, The sÇrange career of Jim crow, 3rdêd., (New York: Oxford University press, fSZa¡, p.:-ff. Foran excellent modern account of racj-al inequality in Americasee Andrew Hacker, Two Nations: Black and whitó, separate,Hostile, unequal, (New York: charles@ Lggz).
t7 Greene, p. 163.
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action policiesrls it has been argued that canadiansl

attitudes generally favour the more reft-wing view of social
equaJ-ity. This is the conclusion, for exampre, of paul-

sniderman and his colleagues who found through surveys that 72

per cent of canadians disagreed with the statement 'some
peopre are better than othersrr and 73 per cent disagreed with
the proposition rrAll races are certainl_y not equal.rre As a

refl-ection perhaps of these attitudes, the charter of Rights
and Freedoms, and especially sections 15 and 28 are worded in
the concepts of social equarity. rn particular, it is worth

noting that section 15(1) ensures the requal benefit of the
lawrrr r¡hich according to Ànne Bayefsky, makes it. one of the
rnost far-reaching equality clauses in any modern

constitution.20 More irnportantry, LEAF ritigators berieved
that the judicia]- climate v¡as propitious for their normative

equalitarian understanding of the Charter.

The judiciar decisions in the 1970s had given women

Iítigating for their rights littre encouragement; but earry

lE For exampre, l,Iirriam Thorsel1, rThere are not two kindsof equarity in the worldrtt The Globe and Mail, March 18, Lg95,
p.D6.

le Paur sniderman, Joseph Fletcher, peter Russerr andPhillip Tetlock, rrLiberty, Authority and community: civilLiberties and the Canadian Political Culture, r paper dleliveredat the annuar meeting of the canadian poriticar scienceÀssociation and the canadian Law and society Association,University of Windsor, June g, 1989.

20 see Anne Bayefsky and Mary Eberts, Equalitv Riqhts andthe canadian charter of Rights and Freedoms,-(Àgincourt,, ont;Carswell, 1985)
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Supreme Court Charter decisions in the 1980s reinforced their
mounting sense of optirnism. rn R. v. oakes, the court
fortified the importance of equality guarantees in the
charter.2l rn 19Bi-, David oakes v/as charged with unlawful
possession of a narcotic for the purpose of trafficking, but
was onry convicted of unlawful possession. section I of the
Narcotic control Àct (NcA) provided that if the court found

the accused in possession of a narcotic, then the accused was

presumed to be in possession for the purpose of trafficking
and that, absent the accusedrs establishing the contrary, nust
be convicted of trafficking. Oakes challenged the
constitutionar validity of this charge by suggesting it
violated the presumption of innocence entrenched in section 1l-

(d) of the charter. Àt issue, if it was found that section Lt_

(d) had been violated, $¡as whether or not section 8 of the NCA

was a reasonabre linit prescribed by law and demonstrably
justified for the purpose of section 1 of the CharEer.22

oakes won against appear before the supreme court in
1985, and in the decision, the court defined a test of what

constitutes a rrreasonable l-imittt on rights. Known as the
oakes test, it has two components. First, the objective of
the government in lirniting a right must be of sufficient
importance to society to justify encroachment. second, the

2t More than ten years after the oakes decision,
remains centrar to guarantees of equaJ-ity rights. see
Globe and Mail, Saturday, March 11, 1995, p.Dt.

22 The Queen 'v. Oakes, [ 1986 ] 1 SCR, 103 .

ir
The
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linit must be reasonable and demonstrably justified in terms

of not being out of proportion to the government objective,
satisfying three criteria: (a) it must be rationat, not

arbitrary; (b) it should inpair the right as little as is
necessary; and (c) even if all of the above points are

satisfied, the effects of the rimit cannot be out of
proportion to what is accomplished by the government

objective. rn short, the cure cannot be more harmful than the
disease.23 what r/as momentous to LEAF rrras that the court
supported the view that once an infringement of a right was

found to have occurred, the onus then shifted to the party
denying the right to prove under section 1 of the charter that
the limitation $/as reasonabre. For litigating gender

equality, LEAF wourd sirnpry have to prove infringement of a

right under sections 15 and 28.

Às LEAF entered the courtroom with its own cases, it
brought into public discourse, twomenrs daily, personal

experiences of giving birth, working for pay, taking care of
children, and of being raped, battered and harassed .. . .t,24

First, pregnancy and childbirth are inmutable characteristics
which differentiate the sexes. However, canadian courts have

not always viewed pregnancy and femareness as intrinsicarry
related. rn the BJ.jss decision, as noted in chapter two, the
supreme court maintained that since not arr women get

Greene, p.55, J-5O-52.

Razack, p.73.

23

u
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pregnant, the capacity for pregnancy could not be an immutable

sex characteristic. As well, women choose to become pregnant,

a personal choice for which they must bear responsibility.25
After the Charter, LEÀF entered the courts to argue that
ignoring or discounting h¡omenrs capacity for bearing children

could lead to discrimination based on gender.

The first case involved Susan Brooks, Patricia Allen and

Patricia Dixon. In 1-982, alJ- three v/omen were employed by

Canada Safeway, a grocery chain, and all three became

pregnant. Under Safewayrs group insurance plan, a pregnant

employee was only eligible for accident/sickness benefits
until the tenth week prior to expected confinement. Then, she

was expected to claim maternity benefits under the

Unernployment Insurance Àct, which were lower than possibJ_e

benefits under the group insurance plan. LEAFTs goal was to
convince the courts that pregnancy discrimination v/as

tantamount to sex discrimination, and thus discounted the

reality of women. Sherene Razack notes:

LEAF began ín Brooks, AJIen, Dixon by noting that
the only persons affected by pregnancy
discrimination v¡ere women and that a rule or a
practice which applied to members of a group who
possessed a particular characteristic had the
irnpact of Eingling out that group for differential
treatment.2ó

In 1989, the Supreme Court reversed the B7íss decision, and

accepted the argument that discrinination based on pregnancy

IBID, p.81-82.

IBïD, p.83.

Also see Chåpter Two.
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hras indeed discrinination based on gender. The Court held in
Brooks, A77en, Dixon that, under the Manitoba Human Rights

Act, sex discrinination included discrimination based on

pregnancy, such that an employerrs sickness and accident

benefits plan could not exclude employees during pregnancy or

confinement. The Courtrs conclusion was forthright:
In terms of the economic consequences to the
employee resulting from the inability to perform
employment duties, pregnancy is no different from
any other health-related reason for absence from
the workplace.

Furthermore, to not view pregnancy in this way
goes against one of the purposes of anti-
discrirnination legislation. This purpose...is the
removal of unfair disadvantages whích have been
imposed on individuals or groups in society. Such
an unfair disadvantage may result when the costs of
an activity from which all of society benefits are
placed upon a single group of persons. This is the
effect of the Safeway plan. It cannot be disputed
that everyone in society benefits frorn procreation.
The Safeway plan, hov/ever, places one of the major
costs of procreation entirely upon one group in
society: pregnant women. Thus in distinguishing
pregnancy from aII other health-related reasons for
not workirg, the plan imposes unfair disadvantages
on pregnant women.... Removal of such unfair
irnpositions upon women and other groups in society
is a key purpose of anti-discrinination
legislation. Finding that the Safeway plan is
discrirninatory furthers that purpose.'

A different challenge confronted LEAF when litigating
issues of child-rearing. From pregnancy, an obvious

biological condition, to child-rearing, which is a sociaJ-J-y

produced condition, LEAF had to make clear to the judiciary

where biological irnperatives ended and social practices began.

'Brooks v. Canada Safeway Ltd., [1989] 1 SCR, LZ19.
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At the heart of any judicial assessment of this issue is what

constitutes the proper care of children. LEAFTs success in
court has depended on the extent to which patriarchal ideals

are challenged, and also, conversely, the extent to which they

can be appealed to in the interests of womenrs rights. As

Razack argues, ttIi]n those cases involving childrearing, one

can see clearly that judges are more receptive to hromenrs

realities, and less receptive to ments, whenever womenrs

claims sustain patriarchal family ideas. rr28 one example of

this is the Rlachefsky v. Brown case.

After their divorce, Michael Klachefsky and fsabel Brown

amiably shared custody of their two children until Brown

accepted a job promotion in another city. At this point, both

parents applied for sole custody, offering each other generous

access to the children. In the first custody suit, Klachefsky

was awarded custody, though Brown was recognized as the better
parent, because he had recently re-married, providing the

children home care rather than day care arrangements. As a

working mother, Brown had to hire a caregi'ver between the

hours of 3:00 PM and 5:30 PM. Àt the tirne, the trial judge

believed the decision lras in the best interest of the

children.2e

I{hen interpreting contestable phrases or issues that

28 Razack, p.85.
2e Brown v. Klachefsky, suit

January 8, 1988, OrSullivan, Hubard,
p.2-6.

no.4OO/87, Judgement
PhiIp JJ.A. (Man. c.A. ),
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inply a cornmunity standard, judges often attempt to apply

their o!{n standard of what the average reasonable person,

informed of the relevant circumstance, would likety think.
Dale Gibson has suggested that some judges even use public

opinion poIls as a measuring stick of public opinion when

adjudicating.30 However, the judiciary has generally rejected

any formal proposal to adopt this practice because it would

increase costs to litigants, and because the technique of
polling is incapable of explaining all the relevant

circumstances of a case in order for an rraveragerr person to
develop an opinion. Also, this approach clearly goes too far
if it assumes that polling data wiII necessarily result in
good judgements or that the wording of the polling questions

could even be as objective as the independent judiciary

strives to be. Thus, in the absence of any empirical

indicators of public perceptions, the standard of the average

reasonable person becomes a subjective standard established by

judges alone. The KTachefsky v. Brown case offers some

insight into this standard and the assurnptions that influence
judicial assessments of what constitutes the proper care of

children.

In the final decision, two of the three Manitoba judges

rul-ed in favour of fsabel Brown, noting that in doing so they

vrere not disputing the opinion of the trial judge who

30 DaIe Gibson, rrDetermining Disrepute:
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
Review, 61 (1983), p.37.

Opinion Polls and
rr The Canadian Bar
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considered her the better parent but did not award her

custody. Commenting on Brownrs ability to provide care for
her children, Justices Hubbard and otsullivan considered it
inappropriate to identify home care as superior to day care.

They argued, rrwhether an alternate caregiver is paid or

unpaid, cannot be decisive of what is in the best interests of
the children.r'3r In conclusion, the justices found that, in
the course of five years, rsabel Brown provided a stabl-e hone,

whereas her ex-husband did not, having had relationships with
three different women. Hence, the fanily ideal was held up as

justification for both opinions; Brown was criticized for her

inabitity to accept her duties of motherhood over her career,

and Krachefsky lost custody because he failed to Ìive up to
the standard of a stable, monogamous farnily man.32

In the Shewchuk v. Ricard case, LEAF utilized such

patriarchal assumptions to its advantage. vicki shewchuk

arleged that Jerry Ricard was the father of her chitd, born

out of wedlock, and should be compelled to pay maintenance.

Ricard craimed that the British col-unbia chird support and

Paternity Àct forced fathers to pay support, but not mothers,

and was thus discrininat,ory. The first triar judge agreed

with Ricard and dismissed shewchukfs appeaì-, but noted that

Op cit, p.4.

Razack, p.86.
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the court lacked the authority to strike down the statute.33

When LEAF intervened in the case, it had two goa1s.

First, LEAF hoped that the paternalistic attitude of the court

would lead it to rule in favour of Shewchuk. Lynn Srnith, LEAF

lawyer in the case, anticipated the unpopularity of the

Ricard's position, a plaintiff seeking to avoid his paternal

responsibility. Second, LEÀF could not disregard the notion

that the British Colurnbia Child Support and Paternity Act was

discrininatory in tending to give preferential treatment to
women. To argue that the legislation was an affirmative
action policy, thus protected under section l-5 (Z) of the

Charter hras not desirable because it entrenched the notion

that child rearing was solely a motherrs responsibility.
Thus, Srnith sought the courtrs acceptance of broadening the

legislation to include both men and hromen. The only problem

with this approach stemmed from the fact that Canadian courts

had generally avoided broadening or rrreading uprr legislation,
believing this to be the sole function of parliament.

In the final decision, two out of three judges ruled that
the Act violated Section 15 (1) of the Charter, because it
discriminated on the basis of sex. However, both ruled that
although the Àct could not be justified as an affirnative
action measure, it could represent a reasonable rimitation on

Jerry Ricardf s rights given its broader public purpose rfto

33 t,shewchuk v.
p.427-35¡ rrShewchuk
66 (1985), p.117.

Ricardrrr l{estern Weekly Reports, 6 (1985),
v. Ricard, tt British Colurnbia Law Review,
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estabrish paternity and therefore provide a basis for shifting
the financial responsibirity for the child from the pubtic to
the private domain.rrs rn short, fathers had an obrigation,
as did rnothers, for the support of their children.

Though it appeared to have little to do with sexual_

equarity and woments charter rights, schacter became a

watershed case for LEAF. Àt issue in schacter vrere the
provisions of the Unemployment Insurance Act that provided
naturaL parents with less extensíve leave benefits than those
available to adoptive parents. The Act provided fifteen weeks

of maternity benefits to the natural mothers of children that
courd, in the event of the notherrs disability or death, be

transferred to the naturar father. on the other hand,

adoptive parents, regardress of gender, could crairn fifteen
weeks of parentar leave benefits on the sole condition that
the craimant demonstrate the reasonabl-eness of remaining at
home.35 schacter, a former student in poritical science at
the university of Manitoba, and a practising rawyer, argued

that these provisions denied hin the equar benefit of the raw

guaranteed in section 15 of the Charter.

During the triar, schacterrs J.awyer, Barry Morgan, urged
the federal judge to consider three possibre remedies: (a)

extend the law to allow natural fathers to craim 15 weeks of
paternity leave benefits; (b) strike out the section of the

Cited in Razack, p.gB.

IBfD., p.141.
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Àct which gives natural fathers the right to clairn benefits
only if their wives die or are disabled; and (c) change the
section of the Act that allows adopting fathers to get
benefits by incruding natural fathers in the law.3ó The

Federar court of canada agreed with schacter, having found

unequal treatment contrary to section 15. rn this case, the
court concluded that the inpugned provisions of the Act were
rrunder-inclusiverr and that the Itappropriate and just remedyrl

consisted of extending to adoptive parents the same benefits
availabre to natural parents until such time as parliament

otherwise amended the Act to bring it into accord with the
Charter.3T

LEAF intervention in the schacter case r^¡as spurred by

concerns that maternar rights would be disregarded. Assuning

that the woman who is pregnant, gives birth, and breastfeeds

is not siniLarly situated to naturar or adoptive fathers or to
adoptive mothers, LEAFTs involvement centred around what would

happen to natural mothers who ended up sharing their fifteen
weeks Ieave.38 rt vras recognized that both fathers and

mothers have similar needs with respect to developing a

relationship with the chird, but naturar mothers require
physical recuperation from the confinement and birth.

Toronto iltar, Àprii 20, 1999, p.À9

Schacter v. The eueen [1988) SZ D.L.R. (4th) S2S at

62
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38 Razack, p.89-94.



Therefore, whire supporting schacterrs wish to actively parent

and have state support in his rore, LEAF tried to ensure that
it would not corne at the expense of maternity benefits.

fn short, LEÀF suggested the extension remedy, that
unernproyment insurance benefits should be availabre to aIr
parents, natural or adoptive, without taking away from the
vitar leave required by natural parents. The case set
precedents for feminist jurisprudence because it provided

opportunity for LEÀF to clearry describe, before Federal

court, the experientiar world of pregnancy, birth, recovery,
and breastfeeding the worrd of the traditional private
spherer êD area foreign to legal discourse. rn the end, the
court focused on the issue of parenting, and not on the
legalistic abstract of competing c1aims.3e

The concern for gender equality faced new charlenges with
the first section 15 case to reach the supreme court, since it
represented the first tíme the court wourd interpret the
section and its rerationship to section 1 of the charter. As

always, LEÀFrs fundamental concern was how the judgernent would

affect the interests of women and rninorities. The Andrews

case arose as a result of the British corumbia Law society's
refusal to adnit Mark Àndrews to the practice of Iaw because

he nas not a canadian citizen. At the tirne, Àndrews \./as a

British citizen residing permanentty in canada after marrying

a canadian citizen. He had acquired law degrees from oxford

3e rBrD. , p.94.
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University, and except for the citizenship requirement, had

cornpleted the requirements for admission to the British
corumbia Bar. As a non-citizen, Àndrews sras denied certain
entitrements granted to citizens. The supreme court of canada

struck down the citizenship requirement as a violation of
section 15(1) of the charter, although two justices would have

upherd the citizenship provision on the basis of section 1.40

The thrust of LEÀFrs intervention in the Àndrews case hras

to ensure that Section 15 fulfilled the function for which it
v¡as intended, that ís, to secure equality for those groups

historicalry denied it. rn a historic context, LEAF counser

$/as firmly entrenched in the same ideological mourd as the
v/omenrs rights movement that ensured gender equarity in the

charter. This v¡as a radical- departure frorn the judiciary's
traditionar, individualist orientation. what LEAF was asking

the court to do in Andrews was to approach its traditional
task of balancing competing craims with due regard to an

individualrs group situation. when that group situation is
described as oppressed or disadvantaged, nothing is more

revorutionary in a court of law. rn short, LEÀF was asking

the court to shed old habits and judge society with a nev/

worrd view. The significance of LEÀF's approach and the
courtfs decision were recognized as The Toronto Star headline

a0 wilson (Dickson, LrHeureux-Dube concurring) struck downthe citizenship requirement; LaForest concurreð for separate
reasons. Mcrntyre and Laner dissented, considering theprovision within reasonable limits of violating equality
rights.
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screamed, rrHigh court Launches New Legar Era with Equality
Ruling.,at rn the end, the supreme court responded favourabry

to LEAFTs argument.

Justice Mclntyre's opinion on equality was adopted by the
court. He objected to the B.c. court of Appeal's application
of formal equality to section 15 since, in his view, it had led
to unacceptabre results under the Bill of Rights (l-960),

namery the Laverr and Bliss cases. Mcrntyre expricitry
rejected the formal equatity interpretation:

IForma1 equality] is seriously deficient in that it
excludes any consideration of the nature of the
law. If it were to be applied literally, it could
be used to justify the Nuremburg l-aws of Adolf
Hitler. Sirnilar treatment was conternplated for alI
Jews. The similarity situated test would havejustified the fornalistic separate but equal
doctrine of Plessy v. Ferguson t65l a doctrine Èhat
Ientrenched racial discrinination in the U.S. until
the case of Brown v. Board of Education L23J, which
overruled Plessy in 1954J.42

upon rejecting the theory of formal equality, Mcrntyre
proceeded to adopt a sociar equarity interpretation of the
charter, arguing section J-5 provided for a dramatic broadenj-ng

of its definition. Mcrntyre exprained that the equarity
referred to in section 15 could not have been intended to
require the elimination of all distinction:

If the Charter v/as intended to eliminate at1
distinctions, then there would be no place for
sections such as 27 (multicultural heritãge); 2 (a)

ar The Toronto Star, February 3 , Lggg, p.A1-A2.
42 Andrews v. Law society of British col-urnbia, [1989] 1

SCR 143; LCD, Sth ed., no. S2A¡ LCDSCC, np.S7, on appeal fion
[1e86] 4 W.W.R. 242.
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(freedom of conscience and religion); 25
(aboriginal rights and freedoms); and other such
provisions designed to safeguard certain
distinctions. Moreover, the fact that identical
treatment may frequently produce serious inequality
is recognized in s.15(Z) , which IaIlows affirrnative
action programsl .43

Subsequently, Justice Mclntyre posited that parameters of
equality must be established, which he did by ctearly defining
the Court I s notion of rrdiscriminationff :

Discrirnination nay be described as a distinction,
whether intentional or not but based on grounds
relating to personal characteristics of the
individual or group, which has the effect of
irnposing burden, obligationsr oE disadvantage on
such individual or group not imposed upon others,
or which withhotds or lirnits access to
opportunities, benefits, and advantages available
to other members of society. Distinctions based on
personal characteristics attríbuted to an
individual solely on the basis of association with
a group wíII rarely escape the charge of
discrimination, while those based on an
individualrs merits and capacities wiII rarely be
so classed.4

rn Attdrews, the supreme court decided that by creating a

distinction based on citizenship, the Law society of British
colurnbia had imposed a burden upon permanent residents, rike
Mark Andrews, thus discrininating and violating the equality
principle of the Charter.

The Andrews interpretation of equality rights hras re-
enforced when the judiciary again avoided the theory of formal
equality in interpreting section 15. fn May, L989 the furpin

a3 rBrD.
4 rBro.
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case, on appeal from the Ontario Court of Appeal, iâ/as

presented to the Supreme Court. The case concerned the

sections of the criminar code which required murder cases to
be tried before a trial by jury. fn the province of Alberta,
however, murder cases can be tried either before a trial by

juryr or before a judge only. Sharon Turpin and her co-

accused, who had been charged with first-degree murder in
Ontario, petitioned the Court to be tried by judge alone.

They argued that they had a right to choose either a jury
trial or trial by judge alone under section 15 of the charter,
which states that citizens are ftequal before the 1aw. r They

claimed that the guarantee of equarity before the raw meant

that advantages granted accused peopÌe in Alberta under

federal law should be available to people across the

country.as rn the end, Turpinrs appeal to the court was lost.
Justice Bertha wilson wrote the opinion for a unanimous

Court. In her opinion, l{ilson turned to section 15 of the
charter and applied a two-step system of analysis developed in
the åndrer+'s case. For the first step, l{ilson had to determine

whether there had been any violation of section l-5 of the

charter by the crininar code. Because the crininar code

treats accused persons outside Alberta more harshly than those

within, I{irson concruded that the code violated the principre
of equality before the Iaw. However, the second step, which

deterrnined whether there had been justifiable discrimination,

a5 Greene, p.170.
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was the linch-pin of the Courtrs decision. Concurring with
Mclntyrers previous definition of discrimination, Wilson

argued that only when the four principles of equatity outl_ined

in the Charter were violated was discrimination present. In
short, the Court decÍded that the rrunegualfr treatment of
Turpin vras justifiable and thus was within the mandate of
section 1 of the Charter.6 Again, âs in the Andrews case,

the Supreme Court shied away from applying the for¡nal equality
theory to the Charter. Thus, it would seem that the Supreme

Court has followed, at least to a modest degree, the direction
that feminists had hoped for during their constitutional
lobby.

Indeed, feminists had hoped the judiciary would use

section 15 I'proactivelyrr, to institute result-oriented
policies where none existed. To their dismay, however, judges

have sometimes used notions of formar equality to undermine

such policies even when tegislatures have established thern.

A good example is the prison guard issue, which raised the
question of employment of female prison guards in male prisons

and vice versa. Regurations had been established to pernit
femare guards to be employed in male prisons, thereby invading

the privacy of the prisoners, while at the same time,

preventing male guards from being enployed in female prisons,

thereby protecting the privacy of female prisoners. When

46 Regina v. Turpin, [1989[ 1
appeal from the Court of Àppea1 for

S.C.R., S.C.J. no.4'7 on
Ontario.
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these regulations b¡ere challenged by male prisoners, the Court

upheld the regulation pernitting !¡omen to be employed in male

prisons, but in order to maintain equality, struck down the

corresponding prohibition of men working in female prisons.

Fe¡ninists applauded the first conclusion, but were shocked by

the second. a7

Nonetheless, with the Andrews decision, noted a Toronto

Star editorial, rrthe less equal can expect to have a better
day in court.rr4E LEÀ,F nolr had something to work withr âs a

foundation for future litigation efforts seeking gender

equality. Andrer+¡s was not a case about women's daiÌy reality,
but it vras a significant reference point for LEAF in cases

about $romen I s experiences as victins of harassrnent and rape.

Again and again, the approach ín Andrews vras emphasized, to
rebut the individualist perspective and confirm LEAFts

commitment as a feninist organization.ae This commitrnent was

next demonstrated in the Janzen/Govereau case.

Diana Janzen and Tracy Govereau h¡ere waitresses who were

sexuar harassed by a cook in the restaurant where they worked.

The Manitoba Human Rights Corunission found that there had been

harassment, that the complaints had indeed suffered, and that
they had been obliged to work in a rrpoisoned environment. il On

appeal, the presiding judge decl-ined to consider the notion

Brodsky and Day,

The Toronto Star,

Razack, p.107.

p.53,83-84.

February 18, 1989, p.D2.
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that sexual harassment was a form of sexual discrimination; he

decided instead that the case involved an individual who was

sexually attracted to two female, co-workers. Indeed, the
judge ruled that the cook had never intended his actions to
discriminate against v¡omen as a sociat group.

I,Ihen Janzen/Govereau was appealed to the Supreme Court,

LEAF intervened in order to spell out how it felt sexual

harassment reinforced menrs economic and sexual dominance over

vtomen. Sexua1 harassment, it argued, rrboth mirrors and

reinforces a fundamentar imbalance of po$/er between men and

women in the workplace and in societyrtt and it was within the

context of this imbalance that the meanings of mal-e and female

vrere socially constructed.so Thus, each gender construct or
stereotype increased the inequality of the sexes. Again,

LEAFTs approach was radicar for the court since its premise

vras that a harassed womanfs experiences are not due to her

individuarity, but because of her membership in the group

collectively characterized as rrwonent. Às ín Andrews , LEAF

attorneys urged the court to dispense with its individualist
thínking and abstract balancing of craims. rn its decision on

May 4, 1989, the Supreme Court declared that only female

employees run the risk of sexuar harassment, stating,
ttIs]exual attractiveness cannot be separated from gend.errsr:

50 cited in Razack, p.108.
sr Janzen/Govereau v. Platy Enterprises, t1989l t- SCR,

1252.
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Sex discrinination does not exist only where gender
is the sole ingredient in the discriminatory action
and where, therefore, all members of the affected
gender are mistreated identically. While the
óoncept of discrimination is rooteã in the notíon
of treating an individual as part of a group rather
than on the basis of the individualrs personal
characteristics, discrirnination does not require
uniform treatment of all members of a particular
group. ft is sufficient that the ascribing of a
group characteristic to an individual is a factor
in the treatment of the that individual. ff a
finding of discrinination required that every
índividual in the affected group be treated
identically, legislative protection against
discrinination woul-d be of litt1e or no va1ue.52

As well, the Court understood sexual harassment to be an

experience nomen have because they are women, who typically
constitute a discriminated group in society because of
harassment. C1early, then, the Supreme Courtrs decision made

a connection between sexual harassment and gender

inequality. t'

Like sexual harassment, the issues of sexual assault and

rape are sensitive for both men and vromen. presiding over

such cases, judges have had to cope with a variety of
emotionar issues, rike the fundamentaL sociar assumptions of
male and femal-e sexuality, the rfvengeful womenrt image, and the

inhibitive legar nature of the crininar coders rape shield
provisions.

Steven Seaboyer was accused of raping a woman, whom he

had rnet in a downtown tavern and taken to his residence.

IBID.

Razack t p.lO7-O9.
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During his trial, Seaboyerrs lawyer attempted to question the

victin about her past sexual life. The presiding judge

intervened in protest citing Sections 246 (6) and, 246 (7) of
the crirninal code, which prohibits as evidence information
about the past sexual activity of the complainant with any

other person except the accused. This rendered inadrnissible

any evidence of sexual promiscuity that might be cited for the
purpose of undermining the credibility of the complainant.s

In another case, Nigel Gayme vras accused of sexually
assaurting a fifteen year ord girl in a school- basement, and

when his lawyer attempted to use the same tactic, the same

result ensued. Both men then applied to have the relevant
sectj-ons of the crininar code tested on the basis that they

were denied their right to a fair trair guaranteed under the
charter.ss rn its decision, the supreme court disrnissed the
appears, finding s. 276 to be inconsistent with the charterrs
section 7 and that inconsistency lras not justified under

section 1 of the charter. Hohrever, section 277 was found to
be consistent with the charter. rn its decision, the court
stated:

It is fundamental to our system of justice that the
rules of evidence should pernit the judge and jury
to get at the truth and properly determine the
issues....À law which prevents the trier of fact
from getting at the truth by excluding relevant
evidence in the absence of a clear ground of policy
or law justifying the exclusion runs afoul of our

R. v. Seaboyer/ Gayme, lL99I) 2 SCR, 577.

See Razack, p.109-20.
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fundamental conceptions of justice and whatconstitutes a fair trial. The trial judge must
balance the value of evidence against itJ poiential
pre judice. s6

Further, the court suggested that sections 276 and,277 of iJne

criminal- code had to be measured against this yardstick.
Thus, it rejected the idea that a complainantrs credibility
night be affected by whether she has had other sexuar

experience. The justices concruded, rthere is no logicar or
practical link between a $/omanrs sexual reputation and whether
she is a truthful wit.ness.t,57

By intervening in the seaboyer/Gayne cases, LEAF has

demonstrated why the rape shield provisions are essential for
gender equality. rt argued that sexual reputation is no more

an indicator of credibility in a woman than it is in a man.

I'rhat is important is that the rape shierd laws reject two

assumptions: (a) that an unchaste woman is/was more likely to
consent to sex; and (b) that such a woman is/was less likely
to tell the truth about it in court.

Àmong the lower court decisions on section !s, the two

most significant are: Brainey v. ontario Hockey Association
(1986) and schaeter v. The eueen (1988). Àt issue in BTainey

lras whether section 15 prohibits private athletic
organízations from excruding participants on the basis of sex.
rn this case, Justine Brainey, a twelve-year-old girr, was

R. v. Seaboyer/ Gayme, [199]_1 2 SCR, 577.

IBID.
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prevented from playing on a boysr hockey team. under the
ontario Human Rights code, there is an exemption to
prohibition against sex discrimination that expressly
perrnitted private athletic associations to discriminate on the
basis of sex. Àlthough the ontario court of Appeal held that
the charter did not directly apply to the hockey association,
it did find that the coders exenption did precipitate
discrimination contrary to the charter. consequently, the
court decl-ared that the code must operate without any

exemption for singre-sex athretic associations.5E rhe
ramifications of this case were two-fold. First, it signalled
that the legislative compromises and complex sociar policy
choices underrying human rights legisration Ì,/ere subject to
judicial review under the charter. second, it irl-ustrated the
probrernatic consequences of constitutionalry-based judicial
review of legislation concerning complex socj-a1 policy
issues .5e

rn conjunction, these cases refrect a general
characteristic of gender equality rights litigation; for the
most part, these cases have invol-ved subtle poJ-icy questions
about the delivery of public aoods, and in the process,

outlined the pernicious discrinination against a vurnerable
group. cl-earry, as christopher Manfredi has argued, the

58 See The Globe and MaiI, June !2, l.gg7, p.A,12, January46, 1988' p.415; and The Toronto star, August 27, 198b, p.Ar-:l
December 5, L987, p.Al , ALz

5e rBrD., p.140.
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courts have faced a daunting series of interpretive questions

in undertaking their responsibility for determinJ-ng precisely

what Itequality rights protect Canadians againstt, or,

alternatively, entitle thern to receive.m He concludes that
rrIb]oth textual structure and judicial interpretation of

section 15 reflect the ascendancy of substantive equality as

a fundamental principle of Canadian public policy. r'ór In

agreement with Manfredi, fan Greene has suggested that the

wording of section 15 is in tune with the more radical
concepts of social equality of the late 1970s. It was an

attenpt, he argues, to broaden the scope of IegaIIy
enforceabl-e equality in Canada in reaction to the limited
equality and largely ineffective provisions of the 1960

Canadian Bill of Rights.ó2 In short, the Canadian judiciary,

including the Supreme Court, has arrived at a working

definition of equality which is in concurrence with attitudes
exhibited that are widespread, if not universaL, in Canadian

society. What remains to be considered is whether the

equality provisions in the Charter, and the generally

supportive court rulings over the past twelve years, have made

any significant, appreciable improvement in the actual- lives
of Canadian women.

Manfredi, p.L42.

IBID. , p.152.

Greene, p.L64.
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CEAPTER FOttR - EÀVE E9UALITY RIGHTS DÍA,DE
AITY DIFFERENCE?

Have the equality rights of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms been ful-filled by the decj-sions of the

Supreme Court? Has section 15 of the Charter made a

difference? How? Às a toor for the amelioration of gender

inequarities, the intentions of section 15 have been ful-firred
by Supreme Court decisions, and thus made a positive
difference for canadian women. Long burdened with the tacit
discrimination of society, canadian vromen have struggled for
poJ-iticar recognition since confederation. And this struggle
has been capped by two iurportant successes: a) gaining of the

franchise in L92o and, b) the recognition of gender equarity
rights in the Canadian constitution. The political
motivations of the constitutional actors shaped the cruciar
sections, empo$/ering certain sectors of society, and re-
shaping the role of the supreme court. rndeed, equality
rights lvere a poriticaÌ compromise, agreed upon by national
leaders, provinciar leaders, and various interest groups. of
the interest groups lobbying the constitutionar process of
L979-82, the l¡omenrs rights movement, made up of several

diverse groups, utilized the momentum of the nsecond l¡aven of
feminism to forge a poritical victory its sister movements in
other countries have not yet achieved.l

I fn a Lggz
feminist Gloria
entrenchment of

Toronto appearance,
Steinen suggested
equality rights in

the celebrated Arnerican
that Canadian s/omen I s
the constitution s/as
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Tn order to demonstrate conclusively that the Charterrs

equality provisions have made a positive difference in
Canadian lromenrs lives, womenrs pre-Charter condition needs to
be studied much more thoroughly than is possible here. What

is undeniabre is that most womenrs lives were characterized by

a lack of autonomous control over their bodies, their
sexuality, their children, their homes and their workplace.

As well, they lacked por.rer in the institutions that governed

thern, especially the 1aw.2 Neither the conmon law nor the

Canadian Bill of Rights (1960) had been a source of positive
response to womenfs equality clairns. For centuries, in common

law, women were understood to be incapable of engaging in
public life. Clairns by women in Canada to the same rights as

men to vote, enter professions, and hold public office were

rejected by the courts. Despite the fact that it explicitly
guaranteed equarity, identifÍed sex as a prohibited basis for
discrimination, and required that alr federar l-aws be applied
and interpreted in cornpriance with it, the canadian Birr of
Rights was a failure for women. The courts interpreted it
timidly, and the history of denying womenrs equality claims

unprecedented. rfYourve pioneered so many thingsrrr she said.rrThere is a greater degree of justice for women on this side
of the border than on my side of the border. rr Cited in Sydney
Sharpe, The Gilded Ghetto: Women and political in Cañada,
(Toronto: HarperCollins, 1994), p. 109.

2 cwen Brodsky and Shelagh Day, Canadian Charter Equality
Ricrhts for Women: One Step Forv¡ard or Tv¡o Steps BaòÈ?,
(ottawa: canadian Advisory councir on the status of l{omen,
1989) , p.11-18.
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continued, as was evident in the LaveL7 and B-?.iss cases.

This is not to suggest, however, that the present charter
has dramatically ameliorated the condition of all or even most

vitomen. As a group, women are poorer than men. They work in
ill-paid femare ghettos, doing rnostly part-time work, have few

job protections, and less access to benefits and pensions. Às

commentators have suggested, rTheir gender determines the work

they do and the pay they receive.13 sixty per cent of single-
parent mothers live below the poverty rine, trying to feed,
clothe and house their chil-dren. They suffer both material
deprivation and loss of dignity, serf-respect, and autonomy.a

I{omen are arso victims of social violence. They are sexually
abused as children, sexually assaul-ted as adults, and. battered
in their homes. Too often, v¡omen attenpting to reave abusive

rerationships become murder victirns at the hands of their
estranged husbands or boyfriends.5

Nonetheless, despite its shortcomings, the charter has

made some improvements. Any analysis of these possible
improvements needs to consider two distinct categories: first,

3 Brodsky and Day, p.11.
a See H. .Echenberg and B. porter, ilpoverty StopsEquality, Equality stops poverty: The case for soðiat aita

Economic Rights, rt in D. wirrians and p. File, eds., HumanRights .in canada - rnto the 1990s and Bevond, 1'ottawa:University of Ottawa pressr, 1990).
5 A recent exampre of this occurred over a five veekperiod in the sunmer of 1995: f ive v¡omen v/ere killed byestranged partners in Edmonton and cargary. see the EdmontoiJournal, Àugust 15, 1995, p.1 and the calqary Herard, July 2%1995, p.1.
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in womenrs daily lives; and second, in womenrs treatment in
the judicial process. rn the first category, clearly the
charter has made littre to no difference. However, in terms
of the second category, the charter has had a positive j_mpact.

As sherene Razack argues, from a feminist ritigatorrs
perspective, LEAF has enjoyed several gains.6 rt has been

granted intervener status a number of times, evidence of the
credibility it has estabrished as an organization able to
speak on behalf of vromenrs interests. LEAF has successfurly
conveyed its position on the importance of the equality
guarantees of the charter, and canadian courts appear to have

accepted its arguments about the adverse inpact of certain
practices on s¡omen. For example, LEAF has demonstrated \./hy

the rape shierd provisions are essential for gender equality.
This vras accornplished in the seaboyer and Gayme cases (L991).

rn schacter (t-gBB), the supreme court sided with LEAF when it
recognized the potentiat inpact on s/omen of sharing their
childbirth leave with men. The watershed case v/as Andrews

(l-989), when the court paid heed to LEÀFrs arguments for its
own approach to the balancing of cornpeting clairns under the
charter and for the rejection of formal equality. subsequent

to Andrews, l-}:e Brooks, A7ren, Dixon (1999) case estabrished
that pregnancy discrinination eras sex discrimination, and

Janzen/ Gaveteau (1989) urade clear that sexual harassment was

sex discrinination. Clearly, in its decisions, r'the court has

6 Razack, p. LzB.
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signalled its understanding of the irnpact lhat womenrs unequal

status has on their rights and opportunities. i¡7

There are, on the other hand, legaJ- theorists who believe

that the Charter rights, including the equatity rights, have

not, and perhaps cannot, be used to attain progressive goa1s.s

This position is emphasize in Michael Mandelrs book The

Charter of Ríghts and the LegaTization of PoLÍtics in Canada.

Mandel suggests that those who expect great things from

judicial activism have been too bedazzl-ed by the Warren Court

era (1953-L969) in the United States. Over the long term, he

argues, judicial review has served conservative rather than

liberal causes, and the twenty years between Brown v. Board of
Education (L954) and Roe v. Wade (1973) were an exception.e

Nor, according to Mandel, does the exception show that the
judicial arena is tran empty vessel ínto which any form of
politics can be poured, conservative, liberal, right wing or

left wing.rtro Mandel insists that if equality of result is
the goal, judicial potitics is destined to be conservative

7 rbid., p. B.

t this group of critics includes JoeI Batkan, rfstrange
Expectations: A Review of Two Theories of Judicial Reviewrrl
McGill Law Journal, 35 (1990): 439-58; Àndrew Petter and ÀItan
C. Hutchinson, ttRights in Conflict: The Dilemma of Charter
Legitinâcyrrr UBC Law Review, 23 (1989): 53J--48; and Michael
Mandel, The Charter of Rights and the Legalization of
Politics in Canada, 2nd ed., (Toronto: Thompson Educational
Publishing, L994).

e Mandel, p. 57.

10 rbid. , p. 63 .
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politics. rt is so destined because judicial politics is
characterized by an abstract and tradition-bound formalism.
Mandel shares Donald Snileyrs pessimism:

rt seems unreasonabre to expect in the short-term futureof a decade or so that the court in interpreting thecharter will completely abandon its former dlsposilions
towards a presumption of constitutionality.lt
These critics arso argue that by holding out an ernpty

promise, the charter rights lead to wasted efforts, and that
by permitting the assertion of individual rights against state
or collective goals they reinforce a retrogressive 1egal

system. I{orse, by requiring enforcement of rights through an

expensive and eritist judicial process, the charter
discriminates against the economic disadvantaged, and empo¡^rers

judges to determine the regitirnacy of legislation or
government action without effective constraints, or any true
accountabilíty. This, it is said, seriously undermines

democracy and potentially progressive political processes in
the responsible, erected regislatures of the country.t2

This position is not without justification, but women

have not chosen the courts as the sole forum to seek

advancement of their equality. womenrs groups are stirl_
pressing governments activery and continuousry for

lr Donald srnitey, The canadian charter of Riqhts andFreedoms, (Toronto: ontario Econonic councitl-rsarf,þ. 45.
12 cited in Lynn snith, "JI1ve the Equality Rights Made ÀnyDifference?" il proÇecting Rights and r-reedoñs, É. aryaen, siDavis, and J- RusselL, eds., -lror ity of TorontoPress, L994) , p. 64.
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improvements in laws and programs. It would be misdirected

activity to concentrate only on the judicial system for
advancement of !,romen I s interests. Nor should government

lobbying be the only forum for the same purpose. In short,
$¡omen must press for changes in both arenas.l3 This is what

they have done.

Like other political actors using the judicial system as

a means of social change, Canadian feninists have a vested

interest in the appointrnent of v¡omen to the bench. However,

the major concern is not sheer numbers, but rather, how

prospective female justices will interpret the Charter.

Clearly, the concept of representation is not the major issue

in the appoíntrnent of judges where sromenrs gtroupsr interests
are concerned.la If one female justice is to represent women,

then what do the other eight justices represent? What is
important to note is that representation is not as much a

concern in judicial politics as it is in legislative politics.
Hence, when Bertha Wilson retired frorn the Suprerne Court,

feminj-sts mobirized to repl-ace her with someone who favoured

13 Brodsky and Day, p.4.
t4 However, this is not to suggest that Suprerne Court

Justices are not representative of Canadian society. My
assumption is that they do represent something, the only
question is do they represent specific groups or minorities
like the other branches of the Canadian political system do,
or are they to represent various opinions within Iegal
thought. See Beverly Baines, rrAfter Meech Lake: The
Ms/Representation of Gender in Scholarly Spaces, rr in After
Meech Lake: Lessons for the Future, David E. Smith, peter
MacKinnon, John C. Courtney eds., (Saskatoon: Fifth House
Publishing, 1991), p.215.
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the rrsubstantiverr and wide interpretation she had always

preferred for the Charter. The leading candidate was Mary

Eberts, who was considered an excellent choj-ce because of her

intimate knowledge and experience with the deveÌopment of the

Charter and its litigation. As well, feminists believed

Eberts articulated better than anyone the vision of equality
rights favoured by womenrs groups, especially since she had

published an impressive array of scholarly and political
writing during her ten years of legal practice in Toronto.

Therefore, a lobbying carnpaign began on her behalf by

b¡omenrs organizations, to which a number of leading

Conservatives contributed their support. Two other prominent

vromen lawyers also were entered into the race - Rosalie AbeIla

and Louise Arbour - which was fought through letter campaigns,

phone ca11s and personal representations to the Prime

Minister, cabinet ministers and officials in the Department of
Justice. But Prine Minister Mulroney selected none of the

hromen, instead, appointing Frank Iacobucci to the post.

Iacobucci was a former dean of the law schooÌ at the

University of Toronto, a former deputy minister in the

Department of Justice, and chief justice of the Federal

court.15 Despite his credentials, facobuccirs appointment was

a disappointment to womenrs groups because he avoided the wide

interpretation of the Charter that Vlilson had charnpioned. In

15 Jef frey
Perennial, L993),

Simpson,
p. 102 .

Fau1tlines,
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a sense, then, proactive judicial interpretation of the
charter was under scrutiny within the supreme court.16

Like the trend in judicial appointments during the
Mulroney era, there are critics who express grave concerns

about the way the Charter permits rrinterest groupsff rr to assert
charter rights that courd conceivably defeat the will of duly
elected governments.lT The nature of the supreme court has

made this issue more complex. According to F.L. Morton and

Rainer Knopff, the canadian judiciary has faced a troubling
dichotony in its search for a definition of equarity. They

argue that Canadian conservatives have called for a definition
of equality based on ttequality of opportunity" while the
l/omen I s movement has sought an *equality of resuItil. r8 As the
supreme court considers equarity, therefore, its own judicial
legitinacy may be caught up in a poritical debate on the
allegedly conservative, or progressive, nature of the judicial
system.

Theoreticallyr âs judges rure on policy initiatives of

16 There have been suggestions that a backlash againstequarity rights has occurrêã in canadian judiciar áecisionswitfr the ryay 1995 suprerne court decisiois against workingmothers gaining.a day care tax exemption ana gay menrs rightãto fanily benefits. This r/as a blow to fenínlsi iurists, andnay sígnal a nev¡ direction for the court. see wínnipecr FreePress, alay 26, 1995, p.À1, B3 and rhe erobe and l¡ãiil-uáv za,1995, p.À1, 43, A2O, 818.

l7 This group of critics includes christopher Manfredi,Judicial Power and the charter, (Toronto: MccLerrand andstewart, L993) ¡ and Rainer Knopff and F.L. Morton, charterPoIitics, (Scarborough: Nelson õanada, l9g2) .

tt Knopff and Morton, chp.g.
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the legislative and executive branches of government, they

decide if poì-icy conforms to the tenets of the constitution.
In reality, the Supreme Court has performed its task not in
defining the substantive meaning of constitutionat rul-es of
rights and freedoms, nor in measuring government action
against those definitions, but in applying the section 1 test
of reasonabÌe limits . re Theref ore, keeping with traditi-on,
and despite its new po!,rers, the Supreme Court has shied avJay

from becoming overly assertive or proactive in policy-naking,

or otherwise trespassing on traditional prerogatives or

functions of Canadian legislatures, whether provincial or

federal.

Nonetheless, the judiciary has powers, exercísed or not,

and there are concerns about the relationship between judicial
pohrer and liberal constitutionalisrn. In particular, the most

probrematic aspect of this rerationship is the use of judiciar
pov¡er to review and to nurl-ify or rnodify the policies enacted

by democratically accountable policy-rnaking bodies. As

Christopher Manfredi suggests; rrJudícial power. . . . is
problematic because of the anbiguity surrounding its
legitimacy within liberar democratic theory.tt2o Democratic

liberalisn posits the notion of popular sovereignty: that
governrnent is legitimized by the public's choosing of its

re Christopher Manfredi, Judicial power and the Charter
(Toronto: l{cClelland and Stewart, 1993) , p.157.

20 rBrD. , p. 9 .
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representative and responsible leaders. fn Canada, the
judiciary is appointed by government, not by the people, so

its legitinacy is questionable, if legitirnacy is to be

determined by direct accountability to the electorate. But
rrJustice is blindrr and the Canadian judiciary is also expected

to be objective and irnpartial, responsible only to the

constitution, with its independence protected from legislative
or executive interference and from popular pressure. fn light
of this, the Charter has proven to be a challenge to the
judiciary as it has interpreted equality rights. It must walk

a fine line between integrity and popularity.
fn Democraey in America, ÀÌexis De Tocquevilte knew that

although equal-ity encouraged personal independence and a

desire for free political institutions, it also supported

tendencies toward both anarchy and political servitude:

It cannot be denied that democratic instítutions
strongly tend to promote the feeling of envy in the
human heartr' not so much because they afford to
everyone the means of rising to the same level_ with
others as because these means perpetually
disappoint the persons who employ them. Democratic
institutions awaken and foster a passion for
equality which they can never entirely satisfy.rt

rn this perspective, the equality guarantees found in section

15 of the Charter may represent a mixed blessing. Às Al-an

Cairns argues, the equality guarantees of the Charter can

contribute to the erosion of the traditional constitutional
discourse between federal and provincial erites in favour of

2l Atexis De
Mayer (New York:

Tocqueville, Democracv in America, ed. J.p.
Harper, 1969), p.504.
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a plethora of independent, individualistic interests.
Consequently, this new openness allows more citizens to
participate in constitutional negotiations, but also raises

the possibility of constitutional and social disintegration.22

Because constitutional equality rights are so debatable, there

arise competing claims between government interests and

individual citizenst rights, causing litigious conflict. It
is the judiciaryts task, under section L5, to manage these

disputes. Defining rrequalitytt in its constitutional context,

therefore, has been the judiciary's prirnary objective is
managing this task.æ But because the Charter is both new and

far-reaching, the judiciary has been understandably cautious

in meeting its new responsibilities.
Even so, critics such as Morton and Knopff already accuse

it of generating anti-democratic political consequences. UBC

Dean of Law Lynn Snith disagrees when she defends the ne\¡/,

enhanced role of the courts as an irnprovement:

To the extent that the Charter, as applied by the courts,
can increase the fuII and free participation of aII
Canadians, whatever their racial or gender
characteristics, sexual preference, â9ê, disability, or
religion, in the political process in its widest sense,
it does not hinder the democratic process. It improves
íE.u

22 Alan Cairns, rrConstitutional Minoritarianism in
Canadarrr in Rona1d Watts and Douglas Brown, eds., Canada: The
State of the Federation. 1990 (Kingston: eueenrs University
Institute of Intergovernmental Retations, 1990), p.77.

æ Manfredi, p.120.
ø snith, p.76.
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It would be too narrov/ an outlook not to see that our

political institutions suffer from imperfections such as a

lack of representativeness and a Iack of responsiveness,

especially to issues which are politically volatile.
Furthermore, because the Charter applies to legislatures and

to government administration, it is frequently the actions of

civil servants and public officials that are being

scrutinized. For example, in the Brooks, A77en, Díxon case,

the challenge v/as not to the elected government, but to the

adrninistering of the Unernployment Insurance Act by civil
servants and the decision they had made in regards to
pregnancy benefits. In light of this, Smith concludes that
the issue is more complex than a sirnple choice between

unelected judge and elected legislator:
fn short, the sirnple dichotomy between democratically
elected legislator and appointed (and essentially
unaccountable) judge is a false one.25

From this perspective, it could well be argued that the courts

no$, may he1p, rather than hinder, the legislature in
preventing the arbitrary or sexist abuse of administrative
authority.

There are those who, accordingly, believe that the

equality rights have done more good than harm, and show cÌear
potential for further development. S¡nith agrees that the risk
of fixation upon rights is real as is the risk that rights as

interpreted by the judiciary will become both the fl-oor and

ã rbid., p.76.
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ceiling of what is possible. But usÍng her criterion - have

the Charter equality rights done anything to rernedy

inequalities affecting members of the disadvantaged groups in
our society snith argues that section 15 counterbarances

some inequalities between people.2ó

This may not be altogether surprising since snith was one

of the r¡romen who helped lead the Ad Hoc committee's lobby of
the Trudeau governrnent for a strong equality rights crause,

and became a prominent litigator for LEAF in both the Bl.jss

and Brooks, A77en, Ðixon cases. one could argue that her

analysis is particurarly apt given her personar involvement in
aIl- stages of the development of current charter equality
rights. A cynic on the other hand, could suggest that her

anarysis is self-serving in defending her own achievement.

For smith, the best example of how the charter equal-ity
provisions have benefitted women was the reversal of supreme

Court regarding pregnancy and discrinination. In
chronological order, the major events she considers

significant in this regard were as follows:

- the BJ.iss case (L978), in which the supreme court heldthat discrinination based on pregnancy was not sexdiscrimination because any discrimination was created byrrnaturerr, not the statute;
considerable public outcry from LgTB

including expressions of concern from
organizations;

to 1980,
women I s

legislative reform, over the next fourteenyears, in several jurisdictions, to define rrsex

26 rbid. , p.62 .
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discrininationrr in human rights statutes to include
pregnancy;

frequent references to the Bl.jss case in the
submissions from v¡omenrs organizations about the
proposed wording of equality provisions in the
Charter of Rights;

founding of the Legal Education and Action Fund
in 1985;

the Andrews decj-sion (1989) under the Charter,
in which the Supreme Court adopted an approach to
equality inconsistent witn that taken in Bliss; and
finally

the Brooks, A77en, Dixon case (1999), in which
the Suprerne Court reversed its ov/n previous
decision in BJjss, relying in part on the Andrews
approach to equality.

According to Srnith, the LEÀF litigator in Brooks, A1len, Díxon

and BJiss, the supreme courtrs reversal over one decade can be

attributed to two inter-related factors. First, the social
change that witnessed increased nurnbers of women in the paid

work force (noted in the Brooks, A77en, Dixon case by the

court) introduced an approach to pregnancy as a necessary and

appropriate part of a working personrs Iife, to be

accommodated rather than penalized. Second, legal changes,

incrudíng those suggested by women lawyers, hrere evident in
the anendments to human rights legislation, the wording of the

charter, and the ranguage used by the supreme court ín Brooks,

A77en, Dixon.n

Lynn Srnith, rrHave the Equality Rights Made Any
Difference?, rr in Protectinq Ricrhts and Fieedoms, eds. phirip
Bryden, steven Davis, and John RusseLl, (Toronto: university
of Toronto Press, L994) , p.67.
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Commenting on gender equality, Elizabeth Schneider has

agreed that the womenrs movement has itself benefitted, in
feminist theory and in practical lobbying skills, fron its
political experience:

The womenrs movementsr experience with rights shows
how rights emerge form political struggle. The
lega1 formulation of the rights grevr out of and
reflected feminist experience and vision and
culrninated in a political demand for power. The
articulation of feminist theory in practice in turn
heightened feminist consciousness of theoretical
dilemmas and at the same time advanced feminist
theoretical developnent. This experience,
reflecting the dynanic interrelationship of theory
and practice, mirrored the experience of the
womenf s movement in general.2s

What remains uncertain, however, is the extent to r¡hich even

dramatic legal successes, such as the progress from BJ.jss to
Brooks, A7Ien, Dixonr lead to actual improvement in the

ordinary daily lives of most v/omen, beyond the general social
change and more inforrned discourse. It is likeIy that some

employee benefit plans similar to the one at issue in Brooks,

Al1en, Dixon have been changed as a result of the decision,

and that some women employees now receive payments during

pregnancy that they did not receive before. But to
demonstrate this statistically would require a survey of
actual benefit plans that is beyond the capacity of this
thesis.

Another method of assessment may consider constitutional

28 Elizabeth Schneider, rrThe' Dialectic of Rights and
Politics: Perspectives from the Womenrs Movementr, New york
University Law Review, 6! (1986), p.648.
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poriticar activity by womenrs groups. rn the dramatic atternpt

to amend the constitution Act with the Meech Lake Accord,

s¡omen were in the forefront as never before. Because they
perceived it as threatening the integrity of the charter, they
formed with other groups, incruding the First Nations, in
raising serious questions about the wisdom of adopting the
controversial Accord.

changes in political leadership in ottawa and euebec city
triggered the efforts curminating in the Meech Lake Accord.

By 1985 the two great gradiators who had dominated the
previous constitutional discussions, pierre Trudeau and Rene

Lévesque, had departed from the poritical arena. rn February

L984, Trudeau took his famous walk in the snov¡ storm and

announced his decision to retire. His successor, the nev/

Liberal- leader John Turner, lost the generar erection of
Septernber l-984 and the nev¡ conservatíve leader, Brian Mulroney

became Prime Minister. During the canpaign, Murroney had

predged hinself to negotiate an acconmodation with the euebec
government, enabling euebec to sign the 1982 constitution Act
Itwith honour and enthusiasm. t2e But this promise wouLd not be

furfilled with Lévesque, who retired in 1985 and in December

of that year his successor pierre-I{arc Johnson rost the
provincial eLection to Robert Bourassars Liberals. Bourassa,

too, had made promises in his campaign to resume

constitutional negotiations.

2e Russe1l, p. 133.
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The focus of the Meech Lake Àccord were the Bourassa

governmentfs five conditions for Quebec to accept the

Constitution Act. The first, and most controversial
condition, was the constitutional recognition of Quebec as a

Itdistinct society" within Canada. Second, the provincial
government I s role in imrnigration s¡as to be strengthened.

Third, Quebec would have a greater role in selecting three

Supreme Court justices from the province. Fourth, the

province would be allowed to drop out of federal spending

programs without penalty. And fifth, the Quebec government

would have a veto on al-I constitutional- amendments.

The problem Mulroney faced in attempting to satisfy the

Quebec demands was opposition from the other provincial
premiers, some of whom insisted that aII provinces v¡ere equal

under the Constitution, so none, not even Quebec, could enjoy

special distinct status. Mulroney's solution was to give aII
provinces the same concessions, while retaining the "distinct
societyr clause for Quebec. Under pressure from Mulroneyrs

forrnidable negotiating skills, all ten premiers approved the

Accord.30

This agreement was never to be implemented, howeverr ês

political forces gathered over a three year period,

culminating in Elijah Harperrs dramatic refusal- to consent to
the Manitoba legislaturers request for unanimity to consider

30 Russel1, p.136. AIso see Cairns, Disruptions, p.1Og-
38.
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the Meech proposars. on June 23, l-990 the Meech Lake Accord

failed. Ifhere did all the opposition to Meech come from? To

begin with, it came rnostly from outside euebec. one

fundamental reason so many canadians outside euebec rejected
Meech is that they did not accept the premise that the ]-g}z

constitution had been imposed on euebec against its wiIr.3r
The Accord was also attacked in particular by some of the
interest groups that had been active in the struggle to secure

the charter of Rights. They were now disturbed by their
exclusion from the process, and feared their previous
constitutional victories were at risk.32

As Alan cairns argues, the public reaction to Meech Lake

revealed two fundamentar and contradictory visions of the
nature of constitutions. The first views Èhe constitution as

a document mainly, if not excrusively, of concern to
governments. The second perspective is more populist and

emphasizes the rights and obligations of citizens to inform
the constitutionar process.33 Arnong those with the latter
view were r¡omenrs groups, who v/ere afraid that the government-

initiated Accord would enhance provincial povrers, to the
possible determent of womenrs rights. what r¡as most

disconcerting v¡as that their rg9z victory courd be

3l see Andrew cohen, À Deal undone, (Vancouver: Douglas &McIntyre, 1990).
32 Russell, p.143.
33 cairns, Disruptions, p.109-9.
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circumvented without vromenfs organizations being involved. rn
short, womenrs groupst opposition to Meech Lake came frorn
their determination not t.o lose their right to be represented,
directly, in any constitutionar amendment process.

one prominent political femare figure who openly opposed

the Meech Lake Accord despite her partyrs support was sharon

carstairs. carstairs, leader of the Manitoba Liberal party,
h¡as an avid charterist who sav¡ the Accord as a direct
challenge to the gender equality provisions of the charter.s
ïn an unexpected provincial erection in the sprÍng of l_9g8,

carstairs was able to use her opposition to the Accord to
catapurt the Manitoba Liberar party from non-party status in
the legisrature into official opposition. on that erection
night, carstairs insisted that with her parties electoral
victory, rfthe Meech Lake Accord [was] dead!n¡s

Nonetheless, carstairs v/as certainry not the onry women

with political opportunity to oppose the Accord. htomenrs

groups expressed concern about their rights. The Legal
Educati-on and Action Fund informed prime Minister Mulroney
that rrlr/e are sounding the ararm that the equality rights of
ttomen and minoríties have been forgotten in the accord. 13ó

Before the Joint conmittee on the Àccord, Louise Dulude of the

Y sharon 
_ 
carstairs, Not one of The Bovs, (Toronto:MacMillan Canada, 1993), chp.11.

35 The winnipeq Free press, Apri1 27, 1988, p.Al.
36 The Globe and Mail, June 24, Lgg7, p.Àg.
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National Action comrnittee on the status of women (NÀc) argued

that clause L6 of the Accord, rtdoes present a real threat to
the rights of vromen in canada.t twe arl- remember l-9g1r, said
sylvia Gold of NAc, rrsrhen ere nere forgotten. . . .There are
unquestionable risks in this agreement....rt would not be wise

f or the s¡omen of canada to take the chance. . . . r37 The Ad

Hoc Committee of Women and the Constitution hired the law firrn
of Tory, Tory, Des Lauriers and Binnington to write a legal
opinion. That brief (written by Mary Eberts and John Laskin)
concluded: trYou cannot say that there is no risk of harm to
vromenrs rights....There is reason to berieve that it could
happen.tt3s on June 29, 19BB ontario became the sixth province
to approve the Àccord,but during the vote, proceedings v/ere

disrupted by a group of twenty women, members of the Ad Hoc

committee, singing, t'I{e are gentle angry people, and we are
singing, singing for our rights.r3e

Thus it seems crear that with their opposition to the
Meech Lake Àccord, womenrs groups were sending a message,

that, though not perfect, the equarity rights provisions of

37 senate, House of commons, Minutes and proceedinqs of
commons on the 1987 constitutionar .Accord, (ottawa, rr|?),L3224. Also see The Globe and MaiÀ, August 11, LggT andAugust L2, 1987.

38 rBrD., rszr?7,Lzg.
3e fhe elobe and trtail, June 24, 19gg, p.Àg; June 30, Lg8g,p.À1. ÀIso see catherine MacKinnon, rsex Equality and ñation-Buil-ding in canada: The Meech Lake Àccordr n Tursa Law Journal,vol.25 (Summer, I99O) , p.757.
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the charter had made a difference. They hrere wirling to act
as poJ-iticar opposition to ensure that their hard-earned

rights would be respected and protected in the arena of
constitutional negotiations.
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CEÀPTER FIVE - CONCI,USION

In Canada, when major policy controversies arise, the

government and society now engage in a dialectical

relationship of reciprocal influence. During the

constitutional renewal process of the late L970s and early

1980s, the vromenrs movement was especially active among those

social groups which lobbied the Trudeau government regarding

the proposed Charter of Rights. Its involvement v/as

unprecedented. For decades, utomen in Canada had been excluded

from political decision-making. with litt1e control even over

their ov/n lives, women had little or no voice in the

institutions that governed them. The law and its

interpretation in the courts !¡as regarded as the exclusive

responsibility of men. For hromen in trouble, this law often

provided litt1e or no heIp. Tradition still- assumed that

hromen were incapable of participating in any aspect of public

life. Despite its well-intentioned provisions prohibiting

discrinination based on gender, the 1960 Bill of Rights proved

ineffective in advancing gender equality

The constitutional renewal process of L979-L982, and

especially the developrnent of sections fifteen and twenty-

eight, reconfirrned ÀIan Cairnst theory of the embedded state.

Clear1y, the ttomenrs lobby influencing the Trudeau

governmentrs drafting of equality rights demonstrated the

influence of society upon the state. Conversely, the
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interpretation of those equality provisions by the Supreme

Court demonstrated how state institutions can influence

society. This can be seen not only in alterations of

individual behaviour, but also in attitudes toward the state,
such as the nes, legal phenomenon of rrCharterwatchingr'.

Therefore, the constitutional development of equatity rights
illustrates the rrembeddednessrr of the state in Canadian

society.

With the Charter, women earned constitutj-onal equality
rights, unparalleled in most other constitutional democracies.

But rights on paper availed l-ittle if they vrere not enforced.

To assist this enforcement, the Legal Education and Àction

Fund undertook to ensure that the substantive equality
íntentions of the womenfs l-obby were fairry considered by the

Canadian judiciary. LEAF has been able, until recently, to
convince the supreme court to interpret section l-5 taking into
account considerations of substantive equality, beyond the

more limited forrnar equality philosophy. The decisive victory
for LEÀF in this regard was the Andrews case.

fn its decisions, the Suprerne Court has generally

interpreted the equality provisions of the Charter, in the

direction advocated by the womenrs movement. understandably,

in such controversial maÈters, not everyone has been

satisfied. Critics abound on both sides. yet any fair
evaluation must concrude, on the basis of their participation
in the constitutional and judiciar process since 1990, that
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women have made truly significant progress in moving toward

the ideal of true gender equality.

Governments in Canada nor.r regularly assess whether

proposed legislation is compatible with the Charter. Major

businesses, in light of the Brooks, A77en, DÍxon and Schacter

cases, need to study their benefit policies carefully to
ensure fair and equal- provision for employees needing

maternity or paternity leave. Likewise, public institutions
such as cro$¡n corporations, universities, and hospitals, must

scrutinize their procedures to elirninate discrinination and

harassment and ensure equitable treatment of all employees

regardless of gender.

Indeed, the politics of recognition has affected the

arena of Canadian federalism. One of the mistakes the

proponents of the Meech Lake Accord evidentì_y made hras to
underestimate opponents, or ignore altogether those segments

of society, such as h¡omen, who in the past coul-d be taken for
granted with inpunity. Combined with the opening up of the

constitutional renewal process, the new political awareness of
various groups, including women, signalled that a 1arger

proportion of canadian society wourd now share responsibility
for changes in the federal system. As Àran cairns has

suggested, the Meech Lake Àccord brought the concepts of a

rrgovernmentrt constitution and the rrci'tizensrf constitution to
a head. Today, the ne$¡ Constitution provides a legal
definition of citizenship that has evidentry altered the way
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many Canadians, inctuding

themselves and their rights
many Canadian rvomen, identify
to fair treatment under the l-aw.
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